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 At O'Neill Fire and Supply, our commitment to safety is not just a business
philosophy but a way of life. As a firefighter-owned and operated company
nestled in the heart of the Bakken, we understand the critical importance of

equipping our first responders with the highest quality gear and supplies.

Founded by member, Chase O’Neill, of the firefighting community, O'Neill
Fire and Supply takes pride in being more than just a supplier; we are a

dedicated partner in ensuring the safety and effectiveness of our local heroes.
Our mission is clear: to provide top-notch gear and supplies for firefighters,

police forces, and EMTs operating in the Bakken

At O'Neill Fire and Supply, our commitment to excellence is rooted in our
firsthand experience as first responders. We know the demands of the job and
understand that reliable, high-quality equipment can make all the difference
in critical situations. That's why we curate a comprehensive selection of gear,
ensuring that our fellow first responders are equipped with the best tools for

the job.

About Us

Biography

Chase started his career in 2018 working as a rescue technician. After bouncing around the safety and sales

world, he became a volunteer firefighter for the City of Williston in 2021, and also became a Regional Sales

Manager for Blackline Safety from 2021-2024. From 2018-Present, he has become a Program Advisor for

Customer Experience at the University of North Dakota, an instructor for PEC, CPR/First Aid, and a fire

instructor for the state of North Dakota. He also assists numerous Fire/EMS agencies with budgeting and

implementing training programs across the country.

Chase O’Neill
President



Fit Testing
Half Face (Quantitative + Qualitative)

3M, Dräger, MSA, Honeywell
Full Face (Quantitative + Qualitative)

3M, Dräger, MSA, Honeywell
*PORTACOUNT (TSI) DEALER*

Gas Monitor Repair Center
Personal Monitors 

Blackline, GasCip, BW/Honeywell,
Teledyne, Dräger, RKI, Macurco, MSA,
Industrial Scientific 

Area Monitors 
RAE, Blackline, MSA, Macurco,
Teledyne, Industrial Scientific, Dräger

SERVICES POPULAR BRANDS

Territories & Services
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Williston

MT
ND

WY

SD
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FireArmor SR-X

de

Take on any task with

tenacity with the EXT

Rescue® 4012. Armed with

our incredible impact, cut,

and puncture protection for

the toughest first

responders.

Extrication

Technical Rescue

No job is too big, and no call is

too small for the most versatile

rescue glove, the EXT Rescue®

4013. Armed with our incredible

impact, cut, puncture protection

and anti-debris cuff assists with

quick on-and-off between tasks

Extrication

Technical Rescue

Built to battle high heat and

intense situations,

FireArmor® SR-X® structural

firefighting gloves feature

360-degree heat and water

resistance and premium cow

suede for unsurpassed safety,

comfort, and dexterity.

FireFighting

Armed with our incredible impact, cut,

and puncture protection, you can put

your trust in the EXT Rescue® 4011 -

the perfect safety glove for the

toughest first responders. Back-of-

hand Impact Exoskeleton  with high-

performance IR-X® provides

continuous coverage against smash

and pinch hazards on the knuckles and

fingers

Extrication

Technical Rescue

A traditional leather driver in fit

and feel, the Chrome Series®

4081 features a SuperFabric®

brand material interior liner, a

SlipFit® cuff, and a goatskin

leather palm for increased

comfort, dexterity, and grip.

Wildland

Technical Rescue

EXT Rescue 4013

EXT Rescue 4014

EXT Rescue 4011

EXT Rescue 4012

Chrome Series 4081

P
P

E

Never give up with the EXT

Rescue® 4014, the rescue

glove that meets OSHA

blood-borne pathogen

requirements, keeping your

hands safe and dry.

Extrication

Technical Rescue

SKU # 8180 SKU # 4014 SKU # 4012

SKU # 4013 SKU # 4011 SKU # 4081

GLOVES 1



Chrome Series 4080

de

Gauntleted chemical- and

fluid-resistant gloves with

impact, 360° cut, and a nitrile

palm coating keeps hands

dry and protected while

handling chemicals and

other liquids.

Hazmat

Breathable, Flexible,

Affordable. MajFires

Cowhide structural gloves

provides the upmost in

ergonomic support for your

structural firefighting

needs.

Firefighting

Combining old-school

comfort with modern

protection, the Chrome

Series® 4080 features

SuperFabric® brand

material, impact protection,

and a goatskin leather palm.

Technical Rescue

Wildland

Breathable, Flexible,

Affordable. MajFires

Kangaroo structural gloves

provides the upmost in

ergonomic support for your

structural firefighting

needs.

Firefighting

Breathable, Flexible,

Affordable. MajFires MFA15B

Extrication Glove is outfitted

with a Bloodborne Pathogen

Barrier, Impacts, and cut

resistance for all your MVA

needs. 

Extrication

MajFire Cowhide Structural

Ugly Mudder 7212

MajFire Kangaroo Structural

HexChem 7071

MajFire MFA15B

P
P
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The hi-vis Ugly Mudder®

7212 gloves feature a liquid-

resistant coating, back-of-

hand impact protection,

excellent abrasion

resistance, and a confident

grip. 

Hazmat

SKU # 4080 SKU # 7212 SKU # 7071

SKU # MFA82 SKU # MFA72 SKU # MFA15B

GLOVES 2



MajFire MFA14

de

These PVC gloves that run to

the shoulder are your first

line of defense. Aside from

chemicals, they’ll also

defend from oils, grease,

acid, caustics, solvents,

detergents, oxidation and

water.

Hazmat

With a total length of 24 inches,

these extra-heavyweight

natural rubber gloves provide a

high degree of protection from

chemicals and caustic

substances. Their 7.5″ cuffs

allow for easy on and off and

they’re an excellent choice for

sandblasting.

Hazmat

Breathable, Flexible,

Affordable. MajFires MFA14

Extrication Glove is outfitted

with Impacts and cut

resistance for all your MVA

needs.

Extrication

Endura 378GOBTX goatskin driver

gloves are treated with Oilbloc™

to resist oil and water, and ANSI

Cut Level A9 TenActiv liner. The

goatskin leather provides more

dexterity and durability. Ideal for

working in high cut hazard

conditions where oil and water

resistance is needed.

Wildland

Technical Rescue

Chemstop™ L868FXVB gloves

protect hands from both wet and dry

chemicals, and fine dust particles,.

The tough, protective latex coating is

crinkled to offer secure grip while

back-of-hand bumpers protect

against knocks and bumps. The

gloves also feature 360° cut

protection with high cut resistance

and are highly tactile to perform

precision work.

Hazmat

Chemstop L6043

Endura 378A

Endura 378GOBTX

Chemstop F294SL

Chemstop L868FXVB

P
P
E

Endura 378A gloves provide

durable protection from scuffs

and scrapes, making them ideal

light construction tasks, and low

hazard site clean up. The keystone

thumb design maximizes

durability for a longer wear life

while the elasticized wrists offer a

snug fit for all day comfort.

Technical Rescue

Wildland

SKU # MFA14 SKU # 378A SKU # F294SL

SKU # L6043 SKU # 378GOBTX SKU # L868FXVB

GLOVES 3



Hexarmor MX300

de

The NFPA 1977 certified

FireArmor® Wildland LT300

safety goggle features

permanent anti-fog and scratch

resistance, complete with

indirect ventilation, an

unrestricted view, and all-day

comfort to safeguard eyes

against wildland fire hazards.

COMES IN

-Clear

The ESS FirePro-1977 goggle series

features a low-profile design that

prevents helmet interference.

Advanced ClearZone™ FlowCoat

lenses provide an optimal

combination of anti-scratch coatings

on the outside of the lens and anti-

fog coatings on the inside. The

FirePro-1977 FS™ is certified as

compliant with NFPA 1977-2013

Edition.

COMES IN

-Clear

The MX300 has permanent anti-

fog coatings. Featuring a modern

wraparound lens design and an

integrated soft brow guard and

nose piece for ultimate protection

and wearability.

COMES IN

-Clear

-Grey 

-Amber

The ESS Influx FirePro-1977 FS™  

wildland goggle features the

patented Adjustable Ventilation

System™ AVS, for either a dust-

free, fully-sealed mode, or a

fog-free, open-ventilation

mode. even with gloves on. All

goggle components are heat

and flame resistant, including

the durable OpFoam™ face

padding.

COMES IN

-Clear

Our proprietary coatings are

chemically formulated to

perform differently than any

other coating on the market, so

using a standard alcohol-based

cleaner can cause damage. For

this reason, we’ve created

specific cleaning supplies to

ensure our TruShield® coatings

continuously perform to the

highest standard.

ESS FirePro 1977

Hexarmor MX200

ESS INFLUX

Hexarmor LT300

Hexarmor Lens Wipes

P
P
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The MX200 has permanent anti-

fog coatings. Featuring a

wraparound lens design that

delivers maximum protection, the

MX200 has a durable frame with a

soft, low-pressure grip thanks to

HexArmor’s unique dual injection

technology.

COMES IN

-Clear

-Grey

-Amber

SKU # MX300 SKU # MX200 SKU # 4012

SKU # 740-0377 SKU # EE7018-24 SKU # 14-10008

EYe PROTECTION 4



Safecomm Uncorded Earplugs

de

Ergonomic design

meets style and

convenience. K-Series®

earmuffs by HexArmor®

are engineered for the

modern workplace,

delivering premium all-

day comfort. NRR: 26dB,

CSA Class A(L)

Ergonomic design meets

style and convenience. K-

Series® earmuffs by

HexArmor® are

engineered for the

modern workplace,

delivering premium all-

day comfort. NRR: 30dB,

CSA Class A(L)

Revolutionary design + safe

communication.

safeComm® disposable

earplugs are engineered

with an innovative channel

for exceptional fit and

audible speech perception,

blocking the bad and letting

in the good.

3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Pro III

Headset is a Headband hearing protector

with built-in analog and digital

programmable two-way communication

radio, level-dependent hearing

protection, Bluetooth® functionality and

a jack to connect to external devices. The

analog and digital two-way radio enables

clear, hands-free communication in high

levels of noise and integrates seamlessly

into your existing two-way radio system.

With Bluetooth® multipoint functionality,

workers can be wirelessly connected to

two mobile devices..

Introducing the Turn2®

refillable earplug dispenser

by HexArmor, designed to

make hearing compliance fast

and easy on your worksite.

This robust, wall-mounted

dispenser requires minimal

installation and can be set up

in any area of your site, as

needed, for quicker worker

access.

K3 Earmuffs

Safecomm Corded Earplugs

3M PELTOR LiteCom Pro III

K2 Earmuffs

Turn2® refillable earplug dispenser

 

P
P
E

Revolutionary design + safe

communication. safeComm®

disposable earplugs with cord

are engineered with an

innovative channel for

exceptional fit and audible

speech perception, blocking

the bad and letting in the

good.

SKU # 18-13001 SKU # 18-13002 SKU # 19-10002

SKU # 19-10003 SKU # 3MRMT73H7A4D10-NA SKU # 20-10002

HEARING PROTECTION 5



Dräger X-plore 1750 N95

de

 The improved X-plore® 1300

NIOSH particulate respirators

offer users the ideal

combination of safety and

comfort. Improvements were

made on the basis of several

years of intensive market

experience by analyzing

customer requirements and

market demands.

Ergonomic design meets

style and convenience. K-

Series® earmuffs by

HexArmor® are

engineered for the

modern workplace,

delivering premium all-

day comfort. NRR: 30dB,

CSA Class A(L)

Coarse and fine particles

are effectively stopped in

the various filter layers.

At the same time,

breathing resistance

remains very low,

allowing the user to work

comfortably for longer

periods.

Whether in the chemical, metal,

or automotive industries, ship

building, maintenance,

supplies, or disposal: The

Drager X-plore® 5500 full face

mask is the right solution for

environments where not only

increased respiratory protection

is required, but a clear vision is

mandatory.

The Dräger CDR 4500

full face mask,

combined with our

CBRN Cap 1 canister,

provides a CBRN

approved combination

specially developed for

use in civil defense and

civil protection.

Dräger X-plore 3300

Dräger X-plore 1950 N95 V

Dräger X-plore 5500

Dräger X-plore 1300 NIOSH

Dräger CDR 4500

 

P
P
E

Dräger X-plore 1900 series

features the SmartFOLD

design with patented double

reinforcement. This makes the

mask shape highly stable and

provides a generous breathing

space. Additionally, exhaled air

is directed downwards,

reducing the perceived

temperature inside the mask.

SKU # 1750-N95 SKU # 1950V-N95 SKU # 1300-Niosh

SKU # X-plore 3300 SKU # X-plore 5500 SKU # CDR-4500

Respiratory PROTECTION 6



3M™ 6000 Half Face Series 

de

3M™ 6000 Series Full Face

Thermoplastic Elastomer

Facepiece featuring single DIN

thread port is featured with a

wide field of vision which helps

wearers to feel safe. Facepiece

with lightweight, balanced

design is rendered with a

silicone face seal for added

comfort and durability.

3M™ Economical N95 disposable

particulate welding respirator

helps provide respiratory

protection for applications

where metal fumes may be

present. It features 3M™ Cool

Flow™ Valve, braided headband

and adjustable M-nose clip

helps provide a custom and

secure seal.

3M™ Half Facepiece Reusable

Respirator offers protection against a

variety of gases, vapors and particulate

hazards. Gray respirator provides

compatible and convenient respiratory

protection when combined with 3M™

particulate filters/cartridges/dual

airline system. Ideal for use in general

applications such as assembly,

cleaning, demolition, facility

maintenance, grinding, machine

operations, painting, sanding and

welding. 

3M™ N95 Particulate Disposable Respirator

is NIOSH approved N95 for providing at

least 95% filtration efficiency against solid

and liquid aerosols that do not contain oil.

It features lightweight construction,

adjustable nose clip for a custom fit and

secure seal. It meets NIOSH 42 CFR 84

requirements and reduces the potential for

eyewear fogging. It is applicable in

bagging, grinding, sanding, sawing,

sweeping, woodworking, foundries and

other dusty applications. Do not use for

gases and vapors, including those present

in paint spraying operations, oil aerosols,

asbestos or sandblasting.

North® by Honeywell N95 SAF-T-

FIT® Plus N1125 Disposable

Particulate Respirator comes with

blue nose bridge and features a

boomerang nose seal exhalation

valve for ease of breathing and

exceptional comfort during

extended wear. Respirator is latex-

free and is ideal for welding,

soldering, brazing, torch cutting,

metal pouring, grinding, sanding,

sweeping and other dusty hot

applications.

3M™ N95 W/ Exhalation Valve

3M™ FF-403 Series

3M™ N95 Disposable

3M™ 6000 Full Face Series 

Honeywell N95 w/ Exhalation Valve

 

P
P
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3M™ Ultimate FF FX-403 Full

Facepiece comes with Scotchgard™

coating that causes some paints and

stains to bead up on the surface so

they can be wiped off easily and 3M™

Cool Flow™ valve for easier breathing

and cool, dry comfort. It includes

large lens for excellent peripheral

vision, six strap configurations for a

secure fit, low profile bayonet

cartridge attachments that is

designed for improved balance and

better weight distribution

SKU # 3MR6300 SKU # 3MRFF-403 SKU # 19-10002

SKU # 3MR8511 SKU # 3MR8210 SKU # HON14110394

Respiratory PROTECTION 7



FIRST DUE STRUCTURAL

de

Designed around our legendary First

Due, the Phenix First Due Technical

Rescue/Search and Rescue (SAR)

helmet's lightweight and reduced rear

brim allows for a low profile, and small

footprint provides increased comfort

without compromising safety. While

primarily designed for rescue

applications it is a dual-purpose helmet

that meets current NFPA standards 1971

when ordered with the proper

components. Available with full or

reduced rear brim.

Sam Brown helmet fronts are made

with 3 layers of top-grain, cowhide

leather. We do this to provide a sturdy

product. A brass bar is added on all

East Coast-style shields for Tradition.

We strive to be the best in our industry

by delivering a quality product with

faster turn around times. 

Styles

-Metro

-Wide

-TL2

-Traditional

-Spartan

Phenix First Due structural fire helmet

provides all the protection you want and

need while keeping your long-term health

in mind. The safest firefighting helmet is

the one you keep on your head. Since it is

the lightest structural NFPA 1971 compliant

helmet, boasting a low center of gravity

and central balance, it is less likely to

create the neck and upper back fatigue so

many are used to during long incidents.

Compliant to current OSHA and NFPA 1971

standards. 

Phenix Technology Inc.’s

Traditional Composite helmet

boasts a low center of gravity

and is center balanced, thus,

promoting a very low degree of

neck fatigue. Our traditional

composite models interface with

any SCBA mask. We offer

several options when building

your custom TC-1. Compliant to

current OSHA and NFPA 1971

standards. 

The TL-2 Traditional Leather

fire helmet is the lightest

NFPA complaint authentic

leather helmet on the market.

Worn by firefighters

worldwide, the TL-2

combines tradition and

modern safety in a

handcrafted masterpiece.

Compliant to current OSHA

and NFPA 1971 standards.

SAM BROWN SHIELDS 

FIRST DUE EMS

TC-1 COMPOSITE

FIRST DUE SAR

TL-2 LEATHER 

P
P
E

The Phenix First Due EMS model is

designed for first responders engaged

in rescue, paramedic, and medical

response, and combines the safety of

an NFPA helmet with the low profile

of a USAR helmet to create the

perfect helmet for EMS personnel

attending to high-risk environments.

While primarily designed for rescue

applications it is a dual-purpose

helmet that meets current OSHA and

NFPA 1971 standards.

SKU # FD-S SKU # FD-E SKU # FD-SAR

SKU # SB-NA SKU # TC-1 SKU # TL-2

helmets 8



VIKING FIREFIGHTER HOOD 

de

Protective Hood

made up of PBI

GOLD outer / PBI

Inner. 21" length,

shoulder bib,

passes NFPA 1971-

2018

While exceeding the thermal protection

requirements of the NFPA 1971, 2018

Edition, the GORE® Particulate Hood GEN2

also exceeds the Standard’s particulate-

blocking requirements with a protective

barrier that blocks more than 99.99

percent of potentially harmful

particulates*. This hood delivers reliable

protection throughout the entire hood —

even blocking smoke at critical seams

more effectively than other particulate

hoods currently available. At the same

time, its construction is optimized to

reduce interference with sounds and

signals on the fireground

VIKING’s new triple-layered hood -

help protect your neck, ears and

jaw area from dangerous

particles. It is the latest

breakthrough in barrier protection

for firefighter hoods. The hood

contains a paper-thin layer of

Dupont™ Nomex® Nano Flex

nestled between layers of knit

which acts as

a protective particle barrier

without compromising comfort.

100% Nomex

firefighting hood that

covers NFPA 1971-

2018. Design is PAC IA,

is 18" in length,

notches around the

shoulders 

Meets or exceeds

Cal/OSHA Standards.

NSN # 4210-01-614-

8101 MILITARY SPEC’D

HOOD. Made up of

Rayon Kevlar and

designed as PAC IX

 

GORE PARTICULATE HOOD GEN2 

HALO 360 C6 PARTICULATE HOOD

PAC IA 100% NOMEX

PAC II PBI GOLD/PBI

PAC IX Rayon Kevlar

 

P
P
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Protective hoods for

structural fire fighting

certified to NFPA 1971

(2018), including the

Optional Limited

Particulate Blocking: 23"

length, 

SKU # PS3838XXNFPA SKU # HALO 360 C6 SKU # PACIIPBI

SKU # NB GORE GEN 2 PH SKU # PACIANOMEX SKU # RK PAC IX

HOODS 9



Fire Eagle Air

de

From its xtreme slip

resistant and puncture

resistant sole to its

durable bullhide leather

to its debris reducing

capabilities, Fire Eagle

Xtreme has you covered

no matter what your job

demands.

Fire Hunter Xtreme keeps you

protected from the heat and

flames, offers the highest level of

sole puncture resistance,

protects your toes and protects

you from dangerous fluids you

can be exposed to on the job. Our

durable European bullhide

leather not only offers more

protection, it offers more stability

(no more boot flop over) and long

term durability.

Fire Eagle Air keeps you

protected from the heat and

flames. With its slip- and

puncture-resistant EH-rated

sole, durable European

bullhide leather and

waterproof technology, it also

offers extreme stability and

protection in almost every

situation.

The Fire Hunter Pro guarantees

top-notch protection against the

various hazards you face on the

job. It acts as your barrier

against flames and shields you

from potentially harmful fluids.

With robust European bullhide

leather, this boot will provide

stability (no more boot flop

over), prevent boot sagging, and

ensure long-term durability.

The Fire Hero Xtreme keeps you

protected from the heat and

flames, offers the highest level

of sole puncture resistance,

protects your toes and protects

you from dangerous fluids you

can be exposed to on the job.

Our durable European bullhide

leather not only offers more

protection, it offers more

stability (no more boot flop

over) and long term durability.

Fire Hunter Xtreme

Fire Hunter USA

Fire Hunter Pro

Fire Eagle Xtreme

Fire Hero Xtreme 

P
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Fire Hunter USA keeps you

protected from the heat and flames,

offers the highest level of puncture

resistance, protects your toes and

protects you from dangerous fluids

you can be exposed to on the job.

Our durable European bullhide

leather not only offers more

protection, it offers more stability

(no more boot flop over) and long

term durability. Leather is easy to

decon too.

SKU # FEA-NA SKU # FHUSA-NA SKU # FEX-NA

SKU # FHX-NA SKU # FHP-NA SKU # FHEX-NA

BOOTS 10



Fire Flash Xtreme

de

HAIX’s Airpower XR2 is

a certified EMS boot

ready for service. It is

waterproof and

puncture-resistant—

offering all-around

protection on the job.

A cleaning brush to remove heavy soiling

without damaging the leather

Both a black and clear HAIX silicone-based

polish. HAIX polish moisturizes the leather and

helps to diminish small scratches. Helps to

waterproof the leather, but still keep it

breathable. Silicone based polish is the best

choice for keeping your boot leather in tip top

shape without affecting its breathability. Haix

polish has a handy built in sponge applicator

to evenly apply polish to leather.

A polishing cloth which can be used to either

apply polish to those hard to reach places or

used to buff boots to a shine. Machine

washable.

A buffing brush with soft bristles to bring back

the shine of the leather.

Your safety is a top priority.

Fire Flash Xtreme keeps you

protected from the heat and

flames, offers the highest level

of puncture resistance,

protects your toes and

delicate metatarsal area as

well as keeping you protected

from dangerous fluids you can

be exposed to on the job.

With this wooden

boot pull, you can

easily remove your

HAIX boots or shoes

without having to

bend down. 

A good pair of high tech

socks is the first line of

defense for dry,

comfortable and, most

importantly, blister-free

feet. High tech, breathable

work socks can be a big

improvement over cotton

socks.

HAIX Boot Care Kit

Fire Eagle Air Grip Xtreme

HAIX Boot Jack

Airpower XR2

HAIX Dry Wick Socks 

P
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Fire Eagle Air Grip Xtreme is

your personal coat of armor

to keep your feet protected

from heat and flames. The

durable bull hide leather,

steel puncture plate,

composite toe, and EH rated

sole keeps you safe and

protected like no other.

SKU # FFX-NA SKU # FEAGX-NA SKU # XR2-NA

SKU # HAIXBCK SKU # HAIXBOOTJACK SKU # HAIXSOCK

Boots 11
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ATOM RESCUE HARNESS

de

The Fire-Rescue Harness™ remains one of the most

versatile, multiple-use harnesses available.  this

popular harness features multiple D-ring attachment

points and our JackBack™ removable padding with

breathable D3 cloth, which keeps shoulder straps

separated and makes donning and doffing a breeze.

The dorsal D-ring allows adjustment for different

size users, but stays in place when loaded, greatly

increasing comfort. The front waist D-ring allows a

comfortable, stable sitting position for rappels and

the sternum D-ring works well for helicopter hoists.

Gear loops offer easy access to equipment, and

quick-connect shoulder straps and leg loops make

donning the harness quick. Pads on the leg loops

can be adjusted to the most comfortable position.

The front lift assembly accepts screw links for

adding a chest ascender or safety lanyards.

Attachment points: front waist, sternal, dorsal, sides.

The Outback Convertible Harness is a

lightweight modular system for fast-moving

technical teams in remote areas. Certified to EN

standards and tested to ASTM standards, the

Outback meets the strength requirements for a

versatile mountaineering harness capable of

rescue, rope access, climbing, and tactical or

military operations. Its patent-pending

integration lets users configure the harness for

the task at hand and share components

interchangeably in the field. Every team

member wears the belt, edge personnel add leg

loops, and vertical technicians get the full

ensemble. The Outback Harness goes the

distance and gets the job done. It’s globally

certified, highly configurable, and fully-featured

for challenging mountain operations.

Delivers on performance without

compromising comfort and safety.

The ATOM Rescue is certified to

North American Standards. It is built

with versatile, high strength

components that withstand abuse

while allowing efficient movement on

the ground and on rope. Features

include steel attachment points, 3

Quick-Connect Cobra Buckles,

flexible gear loops, and shoulder

pads. A chest ascender can be added

using CMC’s Chest Ascender Kit.

Our ANSI-rated Confined Space Harness™ is

exceptionally comfortable, even when used for a

shoulder lift. The molded waist padding with lumbar

support and breathable D3 cloth provide industry-

leading comfort. The redesigned buckle system and

our unique Web Keepers™ provide ease of

adjustment while keeping the web tails in place.

Multiple attachment points include fall arrest points

and shoulder lift points with a front waist D-ring for

comfortable rappels. The mesh vest provides

excellent breathability and keeps the shoulder

straps organized to make donning easy. A handgrip

has been added to the back for assisting the rescuer

out of tight spaces. The harness has a radio pocket, a

multi-use pocket and a zippered mesh accessory

pocket, which is ideal for a small gas monitor.

Attachment points: dorsal, front and rear waist,

sternal, shoulders.

The ATOM™ Series, our most

comfortable harness line ever

developed, is the culmination of

stripping harness design down to the

basics and re-imagining a performance-

enhancing tool for rescue and rope

access. CMC has incorporated years of

feedback from experts who spend long

hours in a harness. In addition, the ATOM

harness went through rigorous field-

testing, resulting in a harness design

that improves safety, comfort and

workflow efficiency in all the ways you

can’t see, but feel.

OUTBACK CONVERTIBLE

HARNESS

CMC/ROCO WORK-RESCUE

HARNESS

CMC CONFINED SPACE

HARNESS

CMC FIRE RESCUE

HARNESS

ATOM GLOBAL HARNESS

When time is of the essence, donning a

harness shouldn’t slow you down. Thanks to its

innovative no-step design, the CMC/Roco

Work-Rescue Harness™ is extraordinarily fast

and easy to don. Contrasting color distinctions

on interior and exterior padding expedite the

process. The unique design provides

wraparound comfort and breathability, cradling

the wearer with an ergonomically formed Jack

Back™ and waist and leg pads that feature

contoured and molded ventilation channels.

The coat-style of the harness entry prevents

possible contamination of the waist belt and

leg loops from footwear, since there is no need

to step through or over the harness to don or

doff.

SKU # 202125 SKU # 202675 SKU # 202824 

SKU # 202144 SKU # 202165 SKU # 202229

Harnesses 12



CMC CLUTCH

de

Highly Advanced

NFPA General-Use

Rescue Carabiner.

Patented.

STYLES

-AutoLock

-ScrewLock

-ANSIGate

CMC’s Rescue Rack offers several innovative

features to provide enhanced performance.

The large diameter aluminum bars provide

excellent control for rescue loads. These bars

are center drilled to reduce weight and allow

for better heat dissipation. The proprietary

black finish also prevents transfer of material

to the rope, common with bare aluminum bars.

The Turbo Bar at the top has a tie-off pin on

the side. The second bar has a straight slot to

help warn the user of a mis-rigged rack. Since

the top two bars do most of the work, they are

a full one inch in diameter. The next four

angled slot bars are 7/8-inch diameter. The

stainless steel frame has a welded eye. Comes

assembled, ready for use.

Introducing the all-new

CLUTCH, the latest

evolution in rescue and

rope access hardware that

enables the technical rope

professional to do more

with less. 

SIZES

-11mm

-13mm

The DNA Carabiners are unique “helical-

shaped” connectors with a twisted

carbon steel body and circular bar. This

twist enables 90° rotation of any

connected device for optimal alignment

and offset load management. Ideal for

use with descenders, rope clamps,

progress capture devices, fall arresters,

and the Double CLUTCH. When used in

the Double CLUTCH TTRS, the DNA

optimizes CLUTCH handle alignment to

allow a single operator to manage both

CLUTCH handles for simultaneous twin

tension control.

This lightweight, full-strength, Prusik-

minding pulley is ideal for mountain rescue,

swiftwater, or other technical teams where

equipment weight is a significant

consideration. By machining the side plates,

the thickness of the metal can be varied to

maximize the strength-to-weight ratio, a

process that cannot be done with traditional

bent metal side plates. Sealed ball bearings

provide high efficiency and aluminum side

plates protect the rope. An extremely low-

profile stainless steel axle assembly reduces

snagging on rocks, roots, and uneven

surfaces. Designed for lifeline up to 1/2 inch

(13 mm) in diameter. 

CMC RESCUE RACK

CMC MPD

DNA STEEL CARABINERS

PROSERIES ALUMINUM

CARABINERS

CMC RESCUE PULLEY

R
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The MPD allows you to go from lowering

to raising without changing hardware.

The MPD’s high-efficiency pulley, with an

integral rope-grab mechanism, allows it

to be used as a lowering device on the

main line and belay line systems and be

quickly changed over to a raising system

without switching out or replacing

hardware. The combination of essential

features into a single device simplifies

on-scene rigging, expediting the rescue.

SIZES

-11mm

-13mm

SKU # 335011 SKU # 333000 SKU # XR2-NA

SKU # CMCRR SKU # 300095 SKU # 300301
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TEUFELBERGER KM III

de

 Made of 100% nylon with a torque-free,

kernmantle construction, it comes in solid

colors to help differentiate between cords

designed for Prusik hitches and climber’s

accessory cords. Two color choices allow

you to use a separate color for each

length Prusik in a Tandem Prusik Belay

System. The 9-mm cord is the size

preferred by rescuers who use cord for a

Load-Releasing Hitch.

SIZES

-6mm

-7mm

-8mm

-9mm

CMC’s Rescue Rack offers several innovative

features to provide enhanced performance.

The large diameter aluminum bars provide

excellent control for rescue loads. These bars

are center drilled to reduce weight and allow

for better heat dissipation. The proprietary

black finish also prevents transfer of material

to the rope, common with bare aluminum bars.

The Turbo Bar at the top has a tie-off pin on

the side. The second bar has a straight slot to

help warn the user of a mis-rigged rack. Since

the top two bars do most of the work, they are

a full one inch in diameter. The next four

angled slot bars are 7/8-inch diameter. The

stainless steel frame has a welded eye. Comes

assembled, ready for use.

Teufelberger KM III static

kernmantle rope features

composite construction, with

the continuous filament

polyester sheath braided over

a continuous nylon fiber core

SIZES

-3/8

-7/16

-1/2

SL Anchor Straps feature latex-coated

polyester web and forged steel D-rings

individually proof-loaded and sized for easy

Choker (Girth Hitch) Configuration.

Lightweight and compact, the SL model is

easy to pack, carry, and deploy. It is

classified to NFPA General Use for Basket

(U), Choker (Girth Hitch) and End-to-End,

providing a high breaking strength to

withstand heavy loads on the system.

Compared to nylon, the polyester webbing

is more resistant to UV and water, and has

less elongation. The webbing also stands

out due to its bright red color, selected for

high visibility, and its contrasting gray

stitching, which aids inspection.

One-inch flat nylon web is a proven

performer across a wide range of

applications. While not all flat webs will

hold knots securely, the CMC Flat

Webbing has been specifically selected

for the suppleness necessary to allow

knots to be set securely. Flat web also

tends to be easier to untie after a heavy

load than the softer tubular web. While

the flat web is bulkier than the tubular, it

provides significantly higher strength.

Sold by the foot with a maximum spool

length of 150 ft (46m). Nylon

construction.

CMC RESCUE RACK

STATIC-PRO LIFELINE

SL ANCHOR STRAP

PRUSIK CORD & LOAD RELEASE

HITCH CORD

CMC FLAT WEB

R
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An extremely low-stretch

kernmantle rescue lifeline

constructed of 100% High

Tenacity Polyester (HTP)

fiber.

SIZES

-3/8

-7/16

-1/2

SKU # K00120 SKU # 281102 SKU # XR2-NA

SKU # CMCRR SKU # 201054 SKU # 300301
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Y-SHOK LANYARD

de

 Lightweight, CE certified, portable winch

mounted to a robust adapter plate. The 2-

speed 500 model is lightweight and weighs just

7 kg (15.4 lb). Its maximum rated load of 490 kg

(1,101 lb) maximizes operator pulling power by

up to 40 times. Multiple mounting options

provide versatility when working in challenging

or remote environments. The pigtail line lead

allows the rope to be installed without feeding

the end of the line through with no maximum

line length and ensures correct alignment and

loading of the winch for maximum efficiency.

Stainless steel load-carrying gears and pins for

strength and durability. The unique drum

design maximizes grip on the rope. Includes a

universal mounting plate, 25 cm (10 in) winch

handle, and Harken 40.2 winch model.

FastLoops™ Litter Straps were

devised to be pre-rigged into

the litter and left in place for

rapid patient packaging.

Designed to use a single

length of tie-in web laced

through the attached O-rings

allows for easy tensioning

without the friction and wear

of web-on-web contact.

Maintain fall protection while climbing

or traversing towers and structures

with our Y-SHOK Lanyard. One snap

hook remains secure, while the other

is moved to the next attachment point.

Each side is an arm’s-reach in length,

with a total length of 3ft. Lightweight,

aluminum ANSI snap hooks are double

acting, but can be opened with one

hand. Integrated SHOK™ shock

absorber reduces impact forces

during a fall.

Strong, compact, and durable, the CAPTO

Soft Shackle is an excellent companion for

every CAPTO. Our CAPTO Soft Shackle

installs through the CAPTO cam axle to

provide an additional attachment point for

smooth remote resets and easy device

stowage on a harness or gear rack. It

should not be considered a life-supporting

or load bearing / rated attachment point.

The CAPTO Soft Shackle is ideally sized for

easy installation and operation. Its low

friction Dyneema braid has a 3.5 mm

external diameter, allowing it to hand feed

through CAPTO’s 3.9 mm rivet hole without

requiring mouse lines or other tools.

Derby Helo Strap™ extraction device quickly

attaches the patient to the helicopter hoist

hook for a short-haul or hoist rescue

operation. This system allows the rescuer to

maintain a position behind the subject,

securing them around the chest area for an

efficient rescue evacuation. Two cinch straps

with handles adjust to quickly secure the

subject into the system. Originally developed

by a southern California fire department for

flood channel rescue, the strap can be used

for helicopter hoist pick-off rescues from

water or cliffs. Heavy-duty webbing and

construction used for long life and durability

in harsh environments.

FASTLOOPS LITTER

STRAPS

CMC TRISKELION TRIPOD

CAPTO SOFT SHACKLE

HARKEN RIGGERS WINCH

500

DERBY HELO STRAP
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The CMC Triskelion is a fully

featured industrial rescue tripod

that sets a new benchmark for

rapid deployment, ease of use,

and versatility. With its 5.5 – 10 ft

working height, certification to

NFPA and EN standards, and

multiple rigging options, the

Triskelion delivers greater safety

and efficiency for confined

space and industrial rescues.

SKU # CMCYSHOK SKU # 760001 SKU # 733510

SKU # 724159 SKU # 293005 SKU # 201942

Anchors & Tripods 15



KASK ZENITH X2 HELMET

de

Incredibly comfortable and

secure, this multifunctional

safety helmet combines

climbing style features, our

revolutionary Kinetix®

suspension system, and

premium back-of-head impact

foam – perfect for work at

height, with high movement,

and in confined spaces. 

Customize your KASK rescue

helmet while adding increased

night visibility. Decals are

manufactured from high-

quality 3M reflective material

and die-cut for easy

installation. Decals have been

tested and approved for use

by helmet manufacturer.

Available in ; FIRE RESCUE

A compact, hi-tech safety

helmet made to exceed

global safety standards

with exceptional

protection from impact

and penetration. Now

classified to ANSI Type I

and II, in addition to EN

standards.

Customize your KASK rescue

helmet while adding

increased night visibility.

Decals are manufactured

from high-quality 3M

reflective material and die-

cut for easy installation.

Decals have been tested and

approved for use by helmet

manufacturer. Available in ;

SAR

Customize your KASK rescue

helmet while adding

increased night visibility.

Decals are manufactured

from high-quality 3M

reflective material and die-

cut for easy installation.

Decals have been tested and

approved for use by helmet

manufacturer. Available in ;

USAR

DECAL SET (FF)

PMI ADVANTAGE HELMET

DECAL SET (SAR)

Ceros® XA250

DECAL SET (USAR) 
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For classic styling, maximum

comfort and minimum impact,

PMI® Advantage offers industrial

Kevlar® head protection and

plenty of detail oriented comfort.

Fully adjustable ratchet headband

and straps make this a helmet for

almost any size head. Meets NFPA

1951 as a Utility Technical Rescue

Protective Helmet Standard

SKU # 346310 SKU # HL33014 SKU # 16-17001

SKU # 346701 SKU # 346702 SKU # 346703

helmets 16
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RIT-CRAFT

de

Dual-approved (SOLAS/CE),

fitted and ergonomically

enhanced, the VIKING YouSafe™

Hurricane anti-exposure suit is

designed to perform across

multiple marine applications.

Beyond excellent protection, it

offers great comfort, functionality

and freedom of movement,

making it a truly outstanding

protective suit for marine and

offshore personnel.

Designed to meet NFPA standards for a

floating water rescue throwline, our NFPA

Throwline, made with a Dyneema® core and

polypropylene sheath, handles extremely

well. The bright yellow color is highly visible.

A throwline bag is the safest way to reach a

subject in fast-moving or still water. It

provides a downstream safety backup when

rescuers must enter the water. Throwline

bags should be kept in patrol cars,

ambulances and other emergency response

vehicles. Per NFPA standards, after a 24-

hour immersion in water, the entire length of

the throwline must float to the surface within

one minute.

A versatile, multi-season workhorse for almost

any terrain or water type, the RIT-Craft by

2Tinga has myriad rescue applications. Without

costly attachments, it can be easily towed

behind a boat or personal watercraft, an ATV

or a snowmobile. On ice or snow, it slides

across the surface or can be dragged by

responders. In open water, one or two people

can easily paddle the craft, which tracks

extremely well in the water to enable swift

patient retrieval. The patient can be placed on

the working deck so vital signs can be

monitored en route to the shore. The RIT-Craft

completely inflates in just over a minute and

its compact size when stowed can be stored in

most apparatus compartments.

The flotation system for the

Sked Stretcher maintains the

patient in a nearly vertical

position. It is designed so that a

patient in the water can be

loaded into the stretcher. Self-

righting, it will keep the patient’s

head above water even in rough

seas. The Flotation System fits

both full-size and pediatric Sked

Stretcher models.

The ResQmax Complete Kit

provides versatility with a Line

Projectile for delivering a

messenger line or a Sling

Projectile for deploying an

inflatable sling. Each line has

its own compact container,

ready for instant deployment.

The Complete Kit packs in a

rugged Pelican Case with

molded liner.

NFPA THROWLINE

NFPA THROWLINE BAG SET

SKED STRETCHER

FLOTATION SYSTEM

ANTI-EXPOSURE SUIT -

YOUSAFE™ HURRICANE

RESQMAX COMPLETE

KIT

R
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CMC’s NFPA Throwline Bag

Set combines the CMC NFPA

Throwline* with our

economical pack cloth bag.

The 8-mm diameter line

allows for a very compact

throw bag. 

SIZES

-50'

-75'

SKU # 478103 SKU # 291750 SKU # PS4190

SKU # 293387 SKU # 756001 SKU # 564060

SwiftWater 17



LEVR™ ESCAPE SYSTEM

de

Built around the versatile CMC CLUTCH™ by

Harken Industrial™, our DOUBLE CLUTCH

Twin Tension Rope System (TTRS) Kit provides

best practice twin tension hauling and

lowering for technical operations. This premier

kit allows technicians to run two rope systems

at separate anchors or nested together for

side-by-side operation. Mechanical advantage

systems can be built on both ropes

simultaneously, including a 3:1, 3:1 with

change of direction, or complex 5:1.

Organized, color-coded, and ready-to-go, this

kit minimizes gear sorting and allocation.

Teams can shoulder their packs knowing they

are prepared to quickly and efficiently deploy

TTRS.

The equipment provided allows for a

main and belay line, mechanical

advantage, litter with patient-

packaging system, gear for building

anchors, AZTEK PROSERIES® LT

System, and two of the CMC CLUTCH™

BY HARKEN INDUSTRIAL™ for efficient

raising and smooth lowering. Innovative

features of the CLUTCH make it ideal

for technical rescues including the

ratcheting rotating sheave, Anti-Panic

brake, force limiting protection, and

integrated becket.

The LEVR Escape System is built

around CMC’s patented LEVR

Descender, a next-generation

device that uses its lever-

shaped handle for progressive

descent control, fast and easy

horizontal pay-out, reliable edge

transition, and intuitive

operation. Designed to assure

rapid emergency egress with

safe, controllable descent

This kit includes our Litter

Harness in addition to the

Patient Tie-In System and

Patient Tie-In Pelvic

Harness. The AZTEK

PROSERIES® LT System is

included for attaching the

litter attendant to the litter

harness tender line. Litter

sold separately.

The Harken LokHead Winch Kit

(NFPA Technical Use) is a man-riding

portable capstan winch specifically

designed for confined space rescue

retrieval or for use with davit

systems using an unlimited length of

life safety rope. The captive head

allows the winch to be used safely,

and keeps the rope from

accidentally coming off the winch

and releasing. The LokHead Winch

Kit comes complete with everything

needed for a tripod setup.

USAR TASK FORCE RIGGING

KIT

CONFINED SPACE RESCUE

RIGGING KIT

LITTER HARNESS KIT

DOUBLE CLUTCH TTRS

KITS

HARKEN LOKHEAD

WINCH KIT (NFPA)

R
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This Rigging Kit contains the necessary

equipment for vertical entry in confined space

rescue operations. It includes a primary access

line, belay/retrieval system, and patient

packaging equipment. The latest products are

provided for optimal safety and efficiency

including the CMC CSR2 Pulley System™ for 4:1

raising and lowering, the CMC Triskelion™ as

artificial high directional, and the CMC

CLUTCH™ BY HARKEN INDUSTRIAL™ for

smooth rope management. Innovative features

of the CLUTCH make it ideal for technical

rescues including the ratcheting rotating

sheave, Anti-Panic brake, force limiting

protection, and integrated becket.

SKU # 500365 SKU # 501302 SKU # 501411

SKU # 500602 SKU # 501106 SKU # 733500

KITS 18

https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/aztek-proseries-lt-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/aztek-proseries-lt-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/aztek-proseries-lt-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/aztek-proseries-lt-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/csr-pulley-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/csr-pulley-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/csr-pulley-system/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/triskelion-tripod/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/
https://www.cmcpro.com/equipment/cmc-clutch-by-harken-industrial/


INTRANT RECHARGEABLE ANGLE LIGHT

de

The VIRIBUS® 80 Intrinsically Safe

Dual-Light rechargeable lantern is a

flashlight, floodlight, and a 300

Lumen Dual-Light that is cULus,

UKCA, ATEX Zone 0, and IECEx

certified intrinsically safe. The

flashlight setting offers 3 user-

selectable brightness settings of

210, 100, and 30 lumens with a 635-

meter beam distance. The flashlight

beam is perfect for cutting through

smoke and lighting up objects at

great distances.

Nightsticks Intrinsically Safe helmet-

mounted multi-function flashlight is the

most versatile choice for helmet-mounted

hands-free lighting. This light outshines the

competition with its powerful 360 lumen

tightly focused flashlight and a beam

distance rating of 218 meters (715 feet).

Choose a lower 180 lumen setting for

increased runtime or the 30 lumen Survival

Mode for 30 hours. Fits on any fire helmet.

The 5465 is IP-X7 rated waterproof and

meets the requirement for NFPA-1971-8.6

(2013). Powered by 2 CR123 batteries

(included). Not compatible with

rechargeable batteries.

Intrant rotates 90 degrees up and down with a

45 degree downward angled floodlight.

Multiple settings offer user-selectable

brightness of 200, 110, and 60 lumens with a

401 meter beam distance. The ultra-tight beam

is perfect for cutting through smoke and

lighting up objects at great distances. The

floodlight setting has user-selectable

brightness settings of 100, 40, and a Survival

Mode of 20 lumens that provides just enough

light in an emergency situation with a run-time

of 27 hours. The Dual-Light™ mode allows the

user to simultaneously see objects at a

distance or through the smoke, as well as see

the ground in front of them as they walk or

work.

Nightsticks Fortem User-adjustable

flashlight modes range from 250 lumens

on high, 100 lumens on medium, and 25

lumens on low. Use the floodlight to

light up your gear or feet as you walk by

adjusting from 115 lumens on high, to 50

lumens on medium. The potentially life-

saving 10 lumens Survival Mode. The

Dual-Light™ mode (both the flashlight

and the floodlight turned on at the same

time) has 150 lumens to provide

maximum safety. Light has a green, rear-

facing LED light so that others can easily

see in low visibility situations.

This Zone 0, Intrinsically Safe

low-profile Dual-Light

headlamp is cULus, ATEX and

IECEx listed Intrinsically Safe.

Designed specifically for fire

helmets and hard hats with a

flip-up face shield. The unique

low-profile shape allows the

user to work without having to

remove the headlamp when

raising or lowering their face

shield.

FORGE HELMET-MOUNTED

FLASHLIGHT

INTEGRITAS RECHARGEABLE LANTERN

W/MAGNETIC BASE

FORTEM HELMET-MOUNTED

FLASHLIGHT

VIRIBUS RECHARGEABLE LANTERN

LOW-PROFILE DUAL-LIGHT

HEADLAMP

 

LIG
H
TS

The INTEGRITAS™ 84 Intrinsically Safe

Rechargeable Lantern generates a scene-

filling 600 lumens for an ultra-long 13 hours

from four separate LEDs housed in a 180-

degree articulating head for maximum

versatility. Holding down the switch enables

a battery-saving 250-lumen low mode,

extending runtime to 25 hours when work

demands extreme use. Designed and

engineered as both a hand-held lantern and

portable area light, the 5584 features a rear-

mounted rubber base pad featuring a 25 lb.

pull-force rare earth magnet for convenient

hands-free, adjustable scene lighting on

demand.

SKU # XPR-5568GX SKU # XPR-5584GMX SKU # XPR-5580G

SKU # XPP-5465R SKU # XPP-5466R SKU # XPP-5460GX

mobile 19



PELICAN BATTERY LANTERN
9415

de

Same as the 3610 Flashlight, but

outfitted with a lens ring that emits

a bright glow in the dark. The new

generation photoluminescent

material in the plastic absorbs the

energy from any light source -

fluorescent lights, the sun, or even

the flashlight's own beam. No

more fumbling in the dark for your

flashlight. The Little Ed 3610PL is

powered by 4 AA alkaline cells

(included).

The 9050 includes industry first technology -

The flexible battery system allows you to select

between Li-ion, AA alkaline or AA NiMH to

operate the light. Four battery slots let you

maximize runtime. The quick-change battery

system means that you have continuous lighting

to get the job done. Select between spot, flood,

spot/flood, or flashing modes to find the right

beam for your job. The spot/flood light head

outputs up to 3369 lumens without the need for

diffusers or attachments so you can quickly

choose the right beam type for your job. A

redesigned charger base makes mounting and

dismounting the lantern quick and easy. Rear

taillights with adjustable colors make notification

or identification as simple as pressing the

dedicated switch.

At just 3 pounds and 588* lumens, the

new 9415 LED Lantern packs the

power without the weight. Four LEDs,

powered by the latest generation Ni-

MH batteries illuminate a distance of

314 yards (288* meters). And it's

loaded with innovative technology and

features you have come to expect

from Pelican. Whether you're on a

USAR team or the 3rd shift at a

refinery, you'll appreciate the compact

size and high output of the new 9415

LED Lantern.

The 3415 is the ultimate safety certified

compact work light. The Class I II III Division

1 certifications provide the security needed

for most hazardous locations. The 3415 is

equipped with both a spot and flood LED

for close-up as well as distance, so you can

have wide area light in the immediate work

area and still penetrate darkness hundreds

of yards away. It can be activated to run

one or both LEDs with 3 levels of

brightness. The articulating head and built-

in clip allows the light to be directed

wherever it is needed. The full time battery

level indicator ensures you will always

know where your battery status is.

Pelican™ safety approved headlamps

are designed for use in hazardous

environments. It is not only Class I Div 1

approved but also is ultra compact and

lightweight. Equipped with a single

high-powered LED, it produces up to 118

lumens and provides up to 16 hours of

run time and offers multiple modes

(high, low, flashing). Additionally, the

Pelican 2755 offers a low battery

indicator which can prove to be most

valuable. It is available in two colors

(yellow or black). Count on Pelican to

bring you the best in lighting design and

technology.

PELICAN BATTERY

LANTERN 9050

PELICAN RIGHT ANGLE

RECHARGEABLE LIGHT 3765PL

PELICAN RIGHT ANGLE

RECHARGEABLE LIGHT 3415

3765PL

Little Ed

 Right Angle Light

PELICAN HEADLAMP 2755 

LIG
H
TS

Pelican leads the way yet again with its

new right angle light. Featuring downcast

LEDs for illuminating your path, the new

3715 LED light also features 233 lumens

(high) and 113 lumens (low), and a

flashing mode. Another first is a built in

battery life indicator so you will know

your light’s battery level before you go

in. Compact, rugged, and lightweight, the

3715 LED light contains the latest

technology, Pelican’s legendary build

quality and lifetime guarantee of

excellence.

SKU # 9415 SKU # 3765PL SKU # 3610PL

SKU # 9050 SKU # 3415 SKU # 2755
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PELICAN REMOTE AREA LIGHT
9430

de

The 9470M is built with a set of XL wheels providing

easy transport over rough terrain. Engineered with

the Intelligent Control System which calculates and

displays current battery life.  Built with versatility in

mind, the 9470M RALS features four telescopic

masts (each extends to nearly 6 feet) and four 360°

articulating light heads. The system's next-

generation LEDs combine to radiate up to 24,000

lumens (6,000 per light head). For extended

applications, the 9470M can run continuously on

wall power. The ability to leave on charge allows

you to always be prepared. A 12 volt power port

including a dual USB adapter provides power for

many peripheral devices. Built self-contained in a

tough-as-nails Pelican case, the 9470M is compact

and includes the multi-terrain trolley with a

retractable pull handle and stainless steel ball-

bearing 1.5 inch polyurethane wheels.

The XPR-5592GCX Rechargeable LED

Scene Light Kit is ideal for use when

portability is important. Zone 0, cULus,

ATEX, IECEx, and InMetro certified

Intrinsically safe for use in hazardous

environments, the array of 5 floodlight

LEDs perfectly emit an impressive 1,200

lumens on high for 6 hours, or 650 lumens

on low for 12 hours when activated using

the robust three-position toggle switch.

This scene light has a housing that is

constructed from lightweight glass-filled

nylon polymer keeping it cool to the touch

while being chemical, heat, and impact

resistant.

Remote Area Lighting

Systems from Pelican are

the complete lighting

solution for first

responders, industrial and

aerospace applications.

Has 15+ hours of run time,

3000 lumens in

brightness.

Remote Area Lighting

Systems from Pelican

are the complete

lighting solution for first

responders, industrial

and aerospace

applications. Has 28+

hours of run time, 4000

lumens brightness

Pelican™ safety approved headlamps

are designed for use in hazardous

environments. It is not only Class I Div 1

approved but also is ultra compact and

lightweight. Equipped with a single

high-powered LED, it produces up to 118

lumens and provides up to 16 hours of

run time and offers multiple modes

(high, low, flashing). Additionally, the

Pelican 2755 offers a low battery

indicator which can prove to be most

valuable. It is available in two colors

(yellow or black). Count on Pelican to

bring you the best in lighting design and

technology.

NIGHTSTICK SCENE LIGHT

W/TRIPOD

PELICAN REMOTE AREA

LIGHT 9440

PELICAN REMOTE AREA LIGHT

9480

PELICAN REMOTE AREA

LIGHT 9470M

PELICAN REMOTE AREA LIGHT

9455

LIG
H
TS

The 9440 now offers three pre-set power

levels, battery level indication and comes

equipped with a lithium ion rechargeable

battery. The 9440 moves fast to light up

ravines, confined spaces, riverbanks, anyplace

generator lights can't go. Deployed, the mast

extends 7 feet (2.1 meters) high, shining light

over low obstructions encountered by

traditional lantern style lights. With a 125

degree beam spread and up to 5300 lumens,

your entire work area will have the light you

need for a safe and efficient operation. The

9440 is able to run directly from wall power if

needed and can be left on charge indefinitely

which makes for an invaluable emergency

preparedness tool.

SKU # 9430 SKU # 9440 SKU # 9470M

SKU # XPR-5592GCX SKU # 9480 SKU # 9455
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Blackline G7C

de

G7 EXO is the world’s first

cloud-connected area

monitor with integrated

2G/3G/4G communications. 

Type

-Area

-Multigas

-Pumped

-Single Gas

The Blackline Safety G7 Dock is the simple

solution to calibrating, bump testing and

charging G7 devices. Docks arrive ready to

perform, requiring no initial setup, and can

manage up to four single- or multi-gas

cylinders. Docks can be used with both G7c

and G7x devices, and support G7 Single-gas or

Quad-gas cartridges. Managing calibrations

and bump tests is easy using the G7 device’s

LCD screen and navigation system —no

complicated menus, ports or setup. G7 Dock

uses the cloud-hosted Blackline Live™ portal

for device management and to store data for

reporting and compliance tracking — gas

inlets can be configured through user

accounts from a desktop or phone.

Get peace of mind with the

wearable G7 multi-gas detector

that harnesses connectivity, paired

with data insights, for fast incident

response to better protect your

people from potential hazards and

improve safety processes and

compliance over the long term.

Type

-Pumped

-Multigas

-Single gas

G6 Dock is Blackline

Safety’s accessory

for completing

compliance

operations (bump

testing and

calibration) on G6.

The Blackline Live portal is at the

core of all G7 solutions, equipping

businesses with leading safety

monitoring tools, dashboard and

comprehensive configuration

management of fielded devices.

Monitoring portal user accounts

deliver everything needed to

manage an emergency situation

effectively — the safety status of

every team member is visible,

complete with custom emergency

response protocols.

G7 DOCKING STATION

Blackline G6

G6 DOCKING STATION

Blackline EXO

Blackline Live

H
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G6 continuously monitors gas

concentrations in the ambient

environment and activates low

and high urgency notifications

when concentrations exceed

setpoints, allowing operators to

respond quickly and safely to

changes in their environment.

Type

-Single Gas

SKU # G7C-NA SKU # G6-NA SKU # EXO-NA

SKU # G7-DOCK SKU # G6-DOCK SKU # BL-NA
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TELEDYNE PS200

de

This upgraded GS700 model

incorporates   the capability to detect

hydrogen (H2), in addition to its

existing ability to detect natural gas.

This integration of natural gas and

H2 detection within a single

instrument enhances versatility and

performance across various gas

utility applications.

Type

-Single

-Pumped

The multifunctional Auto Bump/Calibration

(ABC) station provides simple but

intelligent testing and calibration of the

PS200 portable gas detector. Easy to use,

with a durable, user friendly design, this

automated test station offers high

performance from a PC or stand-alone

unit. The ABC station dramatically

improves compliance record-keeping,

efficiency and accuracy. Once the PS200 is

placed in the dock it can be tested,

calibrated and charged. Extremely cost

effective, the station requires no testing

and minimal effort by users.                       

The PS200 Series combines

quality, ruggedness and advanced

technology in a user friendly,

portable gas monitor. It is compact,

lightweight, water resistant,

extremely robust, and is certified to

multiple international and regional

standards. In addition to extensive

datalogging capabilities, 

Type

-Multigas

-Pumped

 The GT-Fire is a dedicated

hand-held methane detection

meter specialized for the fire

industry. This user-friendly

meter has an ergonomic design

coupled with a rugged

polycarbonate construction that

ensures durability and ease of

operation as standard. 

Type 

-Pumped

Highly advanced laser

technology designed to

detect natural gas with

the aim of enhancing

safety and

improving detection for

fire services, first

responders and utility

markets.  

PS200 DOCKING

STATION

Protégé ZM

GT-Fire

 GS700 - Hydr       ogen 

Natural Gas Laser 

H
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The Protégé ZM single gas monitor is an

easy-to-use, zero maintenance gas

detection solution that delivers high

performance in a small, ergonomically

designed package. It is available in

oxygen, carbon monoxide and hydrogen

sulphide single gas models. This single

gas monitor is incredibly reliable, giving

industrial workers and first responders

the confidence to focus on the task at

hand, not on their equipment.

Type

-Single Gas

SKU # PS200 SKU # ZM-NA SKU # GS700-H

SKU # PS200-DOCK SKU # GT-50 SKU # T-NGL
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Dräger X-am 5600

de

The Dräger Pac® 6000 disposable

personal gas detector measures

CO, H2S, SO2 or O2 reliably and

precisely, even in the toughest

conditions. The robust design,

quick sensor response times, and

a powerful battery ensure

maximum safety for up to two

years with virtually no

maintenance required.

Type

-Single Gas

The selective PID gas measurement

device is ideal for users who frequently

test for hazardous toxic substances.

Benzene, butadiene and other volatile

organic compounds (VOCs) are

carcinogenic even in the smallest

concentrations. Selective measurement

is necessary because other gases and

vapors are often also present. The gas

measurement device allows for short

test times and lab-quality results.

Type 

-Pumped

Dräger X-am® 5600 is the smallest

gas detection instrument for the

measurement of up to 6 gases.

Ideal for personal monitoring

applications, this robust and water-

tight detector provides accurate,

reliable measurements of

explosive, combustible and toxic

gases and vapors as well as

oxygen.

Type

-Multigas

The Dräger X-dock®

provides a modular

solution for

bump/functional

testings,

calibrations, and

storage of

documentation.

High precision

guaranteed: The Dräger

sampling tubes and

systems are very reliable

in use even with

complex compounds

and mixtures of

substances.

Dräger X-pid® 9500

Dräger X-am 8000

Dräger X-dock

Dräger Pac 6000

Dräger Gas Detection

Tubes
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Clearance measurement was never

this easy and convenient: The 1 to 7

gas detector detects toxic and

flammable gases as well as vapors

and oxygen all at once – either in

pump or diffusion mode. Innovative

signaling design and handy assistant

functions ensure complete safety

throughout the process.

Type

-Multigas

-Pumped

SKU # 5600 SKU # 8000 SKU # 6000

SKU # 9500 SKU # N/A SKU # N/A
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Honeywell BW™ Flex

de

MultiRAE is the most advanced

portable chemical detector on the

market. With the flexibility of up to six

gas sensors and the convenience of

wireless portability, this multi-gas

monitor is versatile and customizable,

while delivering real-time access to

instrument readings and alarm status

from any location. Choose from 25

sensor options including LEL, PID,

NDIR, and exotics that can be easily

changed in the field. 

Type 

-Pumped

The UltraRAE 3000 is the most advanced

Compound-Specific Monitor on the

market. Its Photoionization Detector’s

(PID)extended range of 0.01 to 10,000

ppm in VOC mode and 10 ppb to 200

ppm in benzene-specific mode makes it

an ideal instrument for applications, from

entry pre-screening during refinery and

plant maintenance to hazardous material

response, marine spill response and

refinery down-stream monitoring.

Type

-Pumped

Whether you’re protecting

workers or first responders in

industries from steel and

wastewater to paper and pulp,

Honeywell BW™ Flex delivers

the flexibility you need. Choose

from more than 15 sensors to

simultaneously detect up to 4

gas hazards.

Type

-Multigas

The IntelliDoX system combines

smart docking modules and

device management software to

provide automated instrument

management for Honeywell BW™

Solo, Honeywell BW™ Ultra, BW™

MaxXTII, BW™ Clip Series,

Honeywell BW™ Clip4 and

Honeywell BW™ MicroClip Series

gas detectors - helping you drive

productivity, reliability and

efficiency.

Perform quick, on-the-spot

measurement of specific toxic and

combustible substances with this

traditional, low-cost solution. The

hand pump features a spring-less

piston to accurately draw 50 and

100cc samples. The single-use

colorimetric gas detection tubes

change color in direct correlation to

the concentration of gas present.

No calibration is required, and the

ergonomic pump can be used even

with multiple layers of gloves.

UltraRAE 3000 

Honeywell BW™ Ultra

IntelliDoX

MultiRAE

RAE Gas Detection Tubes

H
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The Honeywell BW™ Ultra is a five-gas

detector from Honeywell that is

designed specifically for sampling and

monitoring confined spaces, before and

after entry. The Honeywell BW™ Ultra

simultaneously detects the four gases

you’re required to monitor in confined

spaces. Plus there is a fifth sensor for

the gas of your choice. This way you

can add a fifth level of protection for

your confined-space entries.

Type

-Pumped

SKU # CPD-W5X1H1M1-Y-00 SKU # HU-X1W1H1M1Q1-B-N SKU # MBA3-00C112E-020

SKU # 059-D310-000 SKU # DX-CP SKU # N/A
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Ammonia (NH3)  

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide: hydrogen-

resistant (CO-H)

Carbon monoxide and

hydrogen sulfide (COSH

(CO/H2S)) 

Chlorine (Cl2)

Chlorine dioxide (ClO2)

Combustible infrared (LEL-IR)

Combustible MPS (LEL-MPS)

Hydrogen cyanide (HCN)

Hydrogen fluoride (HF)

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S)

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

Oxygen (O2)

Ozone (O3)*

Photoionization Detection

(PID ppm)

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

H
A
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Hydrogen Peroxide H2O2 
Hydrogen Selenide Hydride 
Iso-Propyl Alcohol OV 
Methanol OV 
Methyl Amine Amine 
Methyl Mercaptan Odorant 
Nitric Oxide NO 
Phosgene COCl 
Phosphine Hydride 
Phosphine (High Concentration) PH3-
HC 
Propylene OV 
Propylene Oxide OV 
Silane Hydride 
Styrene OV-A 
Tetrahydrothiophene Odorant 
Triethylamine Amine 
Vinyl Acetate OV 
Vinyl Chloride OV 

Acetaldehyde OV 
Acrylonitrile OV-A 
Arsine Hydride 
Bromine CL2 
Butadiene OV 
Butyl Mercaptan Odorant 
Diborane Hydride 
Diethylamine Amine 
Diethyl Ether OV 
Dimethylamine Amine 
Dimethyl Sulfide Odorant 
Dimethyl Disulfide Odorant 
Ethanol OV 
Ethyl Mercaptan Odorant 
Ethylene OV 
Ethylene Oxide OV 
Formaldehyde OV 
Fluorine CL2
Germane Hydride 
Hydrazine Hydrazine 
Hydrazine “D” N2H4-D 
Hydrogen H2 (XS) 
Hydrogen Chloride HF/HCl 

https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/nh3?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/co2?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/co?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/co?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/co?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/co?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/h2s?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/cl2?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/clo2?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/lel-mps?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/hcn?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/hf?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/h2s?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/no2?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/o2?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/o3?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/pid?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/pid?hsLang=en-us
https://www.blacklinesafety.com/solutions/gas-sensors/so2?hsLang=en-us


TEMPEST TIC 4.3

de

ECOPOL, a synthetic

multipurpose alcohol-resistant

(AR) concentrate free of fluorine

component. This AR-F3 foam has

great foaming and wetting

properties and is highly efficient

in fire extinguishment and

burnback resistance against a

variety of risks: class B

hydrocarbon as well as polar

solvent and class A fires.

Efficient and versatile because of its 3

action buttons, the Tempest Long Range

TIC 4.3LR thermal imaging camera is

particularly suitable for search and rescue.

Combined with its compact size (2.25 lbs),

this TIC has all the important features for

fire operations (5 coloring modes, Video

recording, Photo shooting, Laser pointer,

Zoom, etc.) It incorporates an ultra-

sensitive infrared sensor (17μ Silicon

Amorphous aSi 384 x 288), a germanium

window to protect the internal electronics,

and a wide-angle lens (H 40° V 51°).

Effective and versatile thanks to its 3

action buttons, and equipped with a large

4” screen, Tempest TIC 4.3 thermal imaging

camera is particularly suitable for indoor

fire attacks. Combined with its compact

size (2.1 lbs), this TIC has all the important

features for fire operations (5 coloring

modes, Video recording, Photo shooting,

Laser pointer, Zoom, etc.) It incorporates

an ultra-sensitive infrared sensor (17μ

Silicon Amorphous aSi 384 x 288), a

germanium window to protect the internal

electronics, and a wide-angle lens (H 40° V

51°).

ECOPOL N extinguishes

Class B hydrocarbon fires

quickly and prevents re-

ignition thanks to a

durable foam mat. Its

extinguishing

performance is certified

according to EN1568-3

v2018.

ECOPOL A+ is superior

quality synthetic Fluorine-

Free Foam (F3)

concentrate for aircraft

fire protection, especially

class B hydrocarbon fires,

and approved by ICAO

(International Civil Aviation

Organization) standard.

TEMPEST TIC 4.3LR

TEMPEST TIC 3.3

ECOPOL N, NEWTONIAN

FLUORINE-FREE FOAM (F3)

ECOPOL, MULTIPURPOSE

FLUORINE-FREE FOAM (F3)

ECOPOL A+, NEWTONIAN FLUORINE-

FREE FOAM CONCENTRATE (F3) 

H
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Efficient and versatile because of its 3

action buttons, the Tempest TIC 3.3

thermal imaging camera is particularly

suitable for indoor fire attacks.

Combined with its compact size (2.05 lbs),

this TIC has all the important features for

fire operations (5 coloring modes, Video

recording, Photo shooting, Laser pointer,

Zoom, etc.) It incorporates an ultra-

sensitive infrared sensor (17μ Silicon

Amorphous aSi 384 x 288), a germanium

window to protect the internal electronics,

and a wide-angle lens (H 40° V 51°).

SKU # TT-4.3 SKU # TT 3.3 SKU # BIO-ECO

SKU # TT-4.3LR SKU # BIO-ECOPLN SKU # BIO-ECOA

tics & fOAM 27

https://www.bio-ex.com/en/our-products/purposes/class-b-chemical-fire-fighting-foam-concentrate-bioex/
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Kappler DuraChem 500

de

Chemtape is Kappler’s

exclusive solution for taping

gloves, boots, respirators, and

storm flaps, plus shelter in

place applications. For added

assurance with your PPE

applications, this chemical-

resistant tape provides similar

holdout to Kappler’s most

advanced protective suit

fabrics.

Zytron® 500 is the classic emergency

responder choice for hazmat response

and other demanding situations. It's

tough, built for mobility, and based on

patented technology that created the

first material to survive eight full hours

against the ASTM F1001 Test Battery with

no breakthrough. Now with an extensive

chemicals-tested list numbering in the

hundreds, it's no wonder that responders

around the world trust Z500 garments

for ultra-demanding Level A and Level B

applications.

Certified to NFPA 1990 (1994) Class 1

and Class 2, DuraChem 500 offers

CBRN/Hazmat protection in a tactical

style garment. In addition to the Chem-

Bio requirements, which include

warfare agent testing, the NFPA 1990

(1994) standard also includes general

Hazmat response to expand the

applications for DuraChem 500.

Designed as a 'multi-use, single-

exposure’ garment, it is a smart,

budget-friendly alternative to

expensive reusables.

Certified to NFPA 1990 (1991),

Frontline® 500 offers proven three-

way protection – broad chemical

holdout, plus flame resistance and

radiant heat protection for the

additional hazards encountered in a

chemical flash-fire. NFPA certification

includes base plus Optional Flash Fire

and Liquified Gas requirements. Like

many Kappler garments, this is a 'multi-

use, single exposure’ suit. Frontline 500

provides excellent holdout for the

ASTM F1001 battery and many

additional chemicals.

Zytron® 400 is one tough

customer, with excellent

physical properties. It's

also a bargain by

comparison, with a broad

range of chemical

protection typically found

in garments costing much

more.

Kappler Zytron 500

Kappler Zytron 300

Kappler Frontline 500

ChemTape

Kappler Zytron 400
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Zytron® 300 is ideal for demanding

hazardous applications where there is

potential for chemical splash, even in

significant exposure scenarios, as well as for

biohazard applications. Excellent physical

strength and broad chemical holdout take

the protection level of this fabric up a serious

notch. With an extensive chemicals-tested

list, Zytron 300 is a real workhorse of the

Zytron family, available in a wide range of

garment types including NFPA certified

styles. In addition, Zytron 300 fabric and

seams have been tested for blood and viral

resistance in accordance with ASTM F 1671

and show passing results.

SKU # DC500 SKU # ZT300 SKU # CHEMTAPE

SKU # ZT500 SKU # FL500 SKU # ZT400
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RUPTURE SEAL PRO EMERGENCY
RESPONSE KIT

de

Husky® Portable Containment Pools

are ideal for small spills and leaks.

Store on your truck or emergency

response vehicle. Very easy to use

and economical!

Sizes (Gallons)

-25

-50

-100

-150

-200

-300

-500

It is incredibly easy to set up a Husky® Folding

Water Tank and you can quickly fold a tank up,

store it and transport it, especially with our "Easy

Lift Handles" (US Patent No. 8,746,478 and US

Patent 10,518,967 ) and Quick-Release Drain Tube

Sizes (Gallons)

-500

-750

-1000

-1500

-2100

-2500

-3000

-3500

-4000

-5000

In just seconds Rupture Seal creates an instant

mechanical seal to plug even rough, unclean or

splintered surfaces, making it the best all-in-one

solution for the control of water leaks, fuel and

chemical spills, for hazmat and first responders,

transport container and saddle tank ruptures,

forklift punctures, pipe leaks, breaches and more.

Faster to deploy than putty compounds, urethane

foam or wooden/screw plugs - and easier to

remove after the fact. And unlike sealing tape,

Rupture Seal is compatible for fuel leaks.

Includes

-4x RS 1″
-3x RS 2″

-1x RS 2″x6″
-1x Emergency Pipe Leak Plug

Versatile, on-the-go spill containment berm features

patented Rigid-Lock wall supports to maximize

usable space inside the berm. One-piece design sets

up fast and easy — deploys quickly for emergency

spill response. Sturdy walls with stainless steel

braces lock at 90° offering strong structural integrity.

Black support hub constructed from a high-strength

engineered nylon accepts anchors to withstand wind

loads of up to 40 MPH for reliable containment

under high wind conditions. Supports resist extreme

temperatures (-50F to 160F). When in the down

position, they can withstand vehicle weights in

excess of 11,000 lbs (5,000 kg) at each tire.

Unobstructed sump offers larger storage and

working area for oddly shaped machinery,

transformers, and other leaky containers. Tough

EnGuard™I PVC coated fabric provides broad UV and

chemical resistance.

Justrite PetroPad™ Smart

Polymer Spill Pads are

uniquely designed to absorb

and permanently solidify

hydrocarbons like oil, diesel

and gas. The exclusive blend

of polymers found in the

PetroPad safely transform

hazardous hydrocarbons from

incidental spills and leaks into

a non-hazardous solid. 

HUSKY PORTABLE FOLDING

FRAME WATER TANKS

RUPTURE SEAL EMERGENCY

RESPONSE KIT

JUSTRITE  Folding Spill Containment

Berm, Rigid-Lock QuickBerm Lite

Husky Portable

Containment Pool

PETROPAD ABSORBENT

PAD
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In just seconds Rupture Seal creates an instant

mechanical seal to plug even rough, unclean or

splintered surfaces, making it the best all-in-one

solution for the control of water leaks, fuel and

chemical spills, for hazmat and first responders,

transport container and saddle tank ruptures,

forklift punctures, pipe leaks, breaches and more.

Faster to deploy than putty compounds, urethane

foam or wooden/screw plugs - and easier to

remove after the fact. And unlike sealing tape,

Rupture Seal is compatible for fuel leaks.

Includes

-2x RS 1″; 1x 

-RS 2″; 1x 

-RS 2″x6″; 1x 

-Pipe Leak Plug 2 pack

SKU # PRO SKU # RSSK SKU # HSCP

SKU # HPFFWT SKU # 28374 SKU # ZT400
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WYK DRUM BARREL PATCH

de

Perfect for general application this

dimpled material provides quick

wicking power and economy all in

one! Universal, soaks up oils, water

and most everything else. Provides

instant action, wicking up liquids

quickly. Pads are dimpled providing

added strength. High Loft

construction provides better

absorbency. Best choice when pads

are not used to capacity

This uniquely formulated sorbent has

the power to solidify while eliminating

bad odors. Encapsulates all aqueous

based (water) liquids. Super

concentrated – absorbs up to 150

times it’s own weight in aqueous

based fluids. FLUIDLOC sorbent

makes cleanup fast and safe and

easy. FLUIDLOC is non-reactive, non-

flammable, non-toxic, inhibits

vaporization and associated bad odors

and is completely safe to use.

WYK Sorbents presents

their barrel patch. A 5" x

7" patch supported by a

6' strap. Stop the flow

of liquid from a

standard sized barrel

and protect your

workers! 

Super Sorbent was developed by WYK

Sorbents to improve the capacity,

reduce the weight of our inert granular

sorbents. Same results with less

handling and ultimately less waste to

dispose of. LIGHTER WEIGHT – MORE

ABSORBENT. NON BIODEGRADABLE.

INERT AND INSOLUBLE. TURNS ALL

TYPES OF LIQUID INTO NON

HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE. CERTIFIED

FREE OF RESPIRABLE SILICA. NSF

LISTED “For all non food contact

surfaces”

A fast, safe and efficient method to

neutralize and absorb acid

spills, ACIDSAFE contains an

indicator that provides a visible

color change to indicate complete

neutralization. Color indication

initially indicates the strength (PH)

of the acid: Gold indicates a strong

acid; Yellow indicates a mild acid.

When mixture turns purple a

second time it has been

neutralized to a safe PH range.

FLUIDLOC ENCAPSULATING

SORBENT

WYK UNIVERSAL

SOCKS

WYK SUPER SORBENT

WYK UNIVERSAL

MELTBLOWN PADS

WYK ACIDSAFE

NEUTRALIZING SORBENT
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Retains and solidifies liquids, no

secondary spills or drips. Fast! Can

reach capacity in 20 to 30 seconds!

Highly absorbent soaking up to 14

times it’s own weight! Universal,

safe for use on oils, acids, caustics

and most other chemicals.

Case Sizes

-6

-10

-15

SKU # 968 SKU # 608 SKU # 4406

SKU # HPFFWT SKU # 2012 SKU # AN3005
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HUSKY FRAMED
DECONTAMINATION POOLS

de

First responders, governments and the military

have a duty to plan and prepare for the

protection of the public in the event of an

accident, disaster or attack using chemical,

nuclear or biological agents. Lightweight yet

robust for emergency use, this 16-nozzle

portable decontamination shower removes

contaminants from protective clothing prior to

removal. The 1-1/2 in. lay-flat rubber hoses

form four shower legs, each of which is fitted

with four spray nozzles. Once erected and

coupled to a fire appliance using the 1-1/2 in.

NH (F) hose connection, water entering the

apparatus cause the hoses to become rigid

under pressure, adopting a curved form to

provide 360° decontamination.

This complete Husky® Decon Shower

System includes everything you need to

quickly set up a portable decontamination

shower system any place where

water/decontamination solution is

available. Our lightweight, collapsible, low-

pressure decontamination showers can be

used to eliminate or reduce suspect

contamination on workers, visitors,

responders, victims, and patients during

emergency incidents or in industrial or

agricultural settings when fixed showers or

integrated response vehicles are not

available.

Husky® Folding Frame

Decontamination Pools

are built with a steel

frame or aluminum

frame and utilize a 22

oz. PVC liner.

For safe, temporary collection of

biological waste or contaminated

materials. Red color is easily identifiable

as biohazard bags. Printing includes

English, Spanish and French translation

along with the international recognizable

biohazard symbol. 15 Gallon capacity bag

fits Justrite Biohazard cans of 6 and 10

Gallon sizes. High density polyethylene of

11 microns thickness provides secure

handling to avoid punctures and tears. A

tubular construction with a single side

seal and star seal bottom provide a stable,

leak proof bag. Sold in packs of 100.

This highly mobile, self-contained safety

shower with eye/face wash holds 30-

gallons (114-liter) of water for use in

responding to potential accidents

anywhere. Suitable for temporary use,

this exclusive design features a

corrosion-resistant, polypropylene-lined

pressurized cylinder and only requires

the connection of a hose from a water

main to fill it ready for use. It is ideal for

cold climates with a minimum ambient

operating temperature of -4°F (-20°C) or

above; soft polyester coated PVC jacket

features a silicone glass cloth inner lining

and a heated and insulating matt.

HUSKY DECONTAMINATION

SHOWER SYSTEMS

FIREWIPES

JUSTRITE BIOHAZARD BAGS

JUSTRITE Portable Hughes

Decontamination Shower

JUSTRITE Portable Hughes

Self-Contained Safety Shower

with Eye/Face Wash
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Firewipes® are used primarily to aid in the

cleaning and removal of soot, smoke and

other potential carcinogens of complete

and incomplete combustion. They are

innovative in design as each wipe is

optimized for safety and ease of use. The

Firewipe is an 8″ x 12″ biodegradable

industrial strength disposable wipe

infused with cleansing compounds for use

on all external dermal areas. The wipe is

saturated with a unique formula

specifically designed to minimize

additional carcinogenic exposure through

dermal absorption for the user.

SKU # H-FDP SKU # FW-X SKU # PORTA300-16E

SKU # HPFFWT SKU # 05901 SKU # H40K45G-1H
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Tempest VS1.3M

de

The swappable battery-operated fan

from Leader is powerful and

lightweight for self-contained

operation. Developed by LEADER is

the optimal GRILLE / PROPELLER /

VOLUTE combination allowing

LEADER fans to obtain up to 20%

additional flow for unmatched power

in their category. NEO technology

therefore creates an ovalized jet that

perfectly matches the shape of the

entrance door to the room to be

ventilated.

A very concentrated and ultra-

powerful jet of air due to an optimal

combination of: A high-strength

propeller matched to the power of

the engine A red double-layer

monobloc shroud made of reinforced

high-density polyethylene A high-

tech composite grille. Positioning

from 3 Ft to 19.7 Ft in front of a door

without loss of power for: more space

to move about. Less noise inside the

building

The Tempest® Tech Series is an

innovative line of positive pressure

blowers featuring ergonomic design

features and leading edge motor

technology and performance. Tech

Series blowers are engineered for

performance, durability, versatility,

and ease of use. VS-1.3M Tech Series

powered by MILWAUKEE® M18™

REDLITHIUM™ HIGH OUTPUT™ HD12.0

Batteries, is built for power &

versatility.

The Tempest® Tech Series is an

innovative line of positive pressure

blowers featuring ergonomic design

features and leading edge motor

technology and performance. Tech

Series blowers are engineered for

performance, durability, versatility, and

ease of use. The VS-1.2D DEWALT

FLEXVOLT battery-driven blower

features a taller fold down handle to

make deployment and storage easier. It

delivers a level of utility and

performance found with no other

battery-driven blower.

The Tempest EBS-16, or Box

Fan, is popular for all forms

of confined space ventilation.

It’s light and small enough to

ventilate tight areas but still

built to Tempest’s standard

of long lasting durability and

reliability. Plug it in and suck

the

smoke/fumes/particulates

out from almost any location.

TEMPEST ELECTRIC POWERED  

FAN 

TEMPEST BB-16

TEMPEST VS-1.2D

TEMPEST BATTERY-

POWERED FAN

TEMPEST EBS-16
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Equipped with a battery, the. BB-16

allows operations to be carried out

independently. In addition, it does not

need to be connected to a power

source, which avoids another accident

to occur due to cables dragging on the

ground. COMPACT AND MOBILE

Lightweight and equipped with a

carrying handle and strap, it is portable

by one person.

Folds up and stows easily in the trunk

of a vehicle. Two BB-16’s occupy the

space of one conventional fan.

SKU # VS-1.3M SKU # BB-16 SKU # B215-LI+

SKU # EVG230 SKU # VS-1.2D SKU # EBS-16
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VENTMASTER® 572HD

de

VentMaster® Fire Rescue

Cutoff Saws provide a number

of features you’ll only find

with Tempest including a

patented depth gauge and

stabilizing roller assembly.

Built on professional grade

Husqvarna® power heads,

these saws deliver only the

best in cutting performance.

This 119cc saw is one of

the most powerful

handheld power cutters in

the market. The 3120K has

a rugged and powerful

engine that can handle

deep cutting applications

with blade diameters up

to 16″.

Our 572-HD fire rescue

chainsaw delivers the

absolute best in cutting

performance, built specifically

for the fire service. Using

professional-level

Husqvarna® powerheads and

Tempest exclusive after-

market parts, no other saw

compares.

The Husqvarna® 540i XP from

Tempest is a powerful, Quick-

Deployment battery chainsaw

with the equivalent power of a

40cc gas-powered saw.

Designed for pros that need a

lightweight, high-performance

rear-handle chainsaw. It is ideal

for mid-size tasks where you

need a smooth and efficient cut.

Put a superior next-generation Quick-

Deployment battery product to the test

on your commercial crew. Husqvarna’s®

K535i battery power cutter delivers

professional performance. The excellent

power-to-weight ratio makes the

product a versatile addition for lighter

landscaping or hardscaping jobs.

Boasting high power and low noise, the

K535i has comfortable handles and

perfect balance. The K535i is adaptable

for wet or dry cutting. Compatible with

Husqvarna BLi200/ BLi300 batteries.

VENTMASTER® 3120K

VENTMASTER® K1 PACE

HUSQVARNA® 540I XP

VENTMASTER® 375K

HUSQVARNA® K535I
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VentMaster® Fire rescue saws deliver the

absolute best in cutting performance, built

specifically for the fire service. This high

power battery cutter has the power and

performance you expect from equivalent

gas-powered cutters. Ergonomic and user-

friendly with low vibrations, optimally

balanced machine and zero direct emissions.

Powered by Husqvarna PACE battery system

with high power and fast charging for

impressive productivity and a well-suited

match with our specially designed battery

blade range for maximized cutting depth and

optimized performance.

SKU # 572HD SKU # K1-PACE SKU # 375K

SKU # 3120K SKU # 5401XP SKU # K535I
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Milwaukee® M18 FUEL™ 18 Volt
2400 rpm Cordless Impact Wrench

de

The M18™ FUEL™ 1/4 in. Impact

driver with ONE-KEY™ is the

fastest, most compact, and

most powerful tool in its class.

The POWERSTATE™ brushless

motor produces up to 2,000in-

lbs of torque, delivering up to

30% faster driving speed,

increasing productivity for the

most demanding fasteners on

the job. 

The DCF890 3/8" Impact

Wrench is compact and

lightweight allowing the tool

to be utilized in tight areas

while the 3 LED lights provide

visibility in low lit areas. Plus,

it has a brushless motor for

increase power, runtime and

durability.

The MILWAUKEE® M18 FUEL™ 1/2"

Compact Impact Wrench w/ Pin Detent

is the most compact in its class,

delivering more power, the most

access in tight spaces at only 4.9" in

length, and maximum workspace

visibility. This cordless impact wrench

features a POWERSTATE™ Brushless

motor that generates up to 250 ft-lbs

of fastening and nut-busting torque,

providing the power required for

installation and removal, even in

confined spaces. 

The DCD771C2 20V MAX*

Lithium Ion Compact

Drill/Driver Kit is lightweight

and compact for working in tight

spaces for long periods of time.

High speed transmission

delivers 2 Speed variations

allowing users to choose the

level of performance needed for

various applications.

The DCF885B 20V MAX*

Lithium Ion 1/4 in. Impact

Driver is compact and

lightweight for fitting in tight

spaces and increasing

productivity. Three LEDs

make it ideal for working in

the dark. Belt hook allows

user to be mobile.

DEWALT® 20V MAX 20 Volt 2800

rpm Cordless Impact Wrench

Milwaukee® M18™ 18 Volt 1800

rpm Cordless Drill Driver

DEWALT® 20V MAX 20 Volt 450 -

1500 rpm Cordless Cordless Drill

Milwaukee® M18 FUEL™ 18 Volt

3600 rpm Cordless Impact Driver

DEWALT® 20V MAX 20 Volt 2800

rpm Cordless Impact Driver
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The most compact drill driver in its

class is more powerful than the

competition. Built with a Milwaukee®

4-pole frameless motor, the M18™

compact 1/2 in. drill driver delivers

500 in-lbs of torque and up to 1,800

RPM. At only 7-1/4 in. length, this drill

driver allows you access to the

tightest work spaces. An all-metal

gear case and 1/2 in. metal chuck

provide maximum durability, even on

the most challenging work sites.

SKU # 2855P-20 SKU # 2606-20 SKU # 375K

SKU # DCF890B SKU # DCD771C2 SKU # DC825B
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Stryker Wildland Fire Shirt
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An exceptional fire shirt designed for wildland

firefighters. Its unique combination of comfort,

fire resistance, and convenience sets this

Coaxsher shirt apart as a top choice among

professionals in the field. The Vector Wildland

Fire Shirt is specifically engineered to prioritize

comfort during long shifts. Made with

lightweight and breathable materials, this fire-

resistant shirt allows for unrestricted movement

and optimal airflow to keep firefighters cool and

comfortable in intense fire conditions. The

Vector Wildland Fire Shirt comes with

Tecasafe® Plus 5.8 oz material providing a

lighter and cooler feel, similar to the old-gold

wildland fire shirts. Excellent moisture

management along with unmatched fit and

workmanship.

The Ethos wildland fire pant is

extremely comfortable and breathable

with added durability in the areas that

are prone for blowout. Constructed out

of Tecasafe Plus 7oz and reinforced

with Nomex 6oz in the rear, knee, and

instep areas gives you the ultimate

pants to keep you protected and

comfortable on the fireline. Xvent

technology and Tecasafe Plus material

keeps you cool and comfortable while

the Nomex material protects and

provides excellent durability.

The Stryker is the perfect lightweight

wildland fire shirt for battling wildfires.

5.8oz Tecasafe Plus material wicks

sweat away from your body and dries

quickly. YKK Nomex front 1/4 zip allows

for breathability and easy on/off

capabilities. A chest pocket gives you a

handy place to store fireline notepads

and a mic-clip strap provides easy

access to your mic. Top-button neck

closure along with Mil-Spec Velcro wrist

straps allow you to batten down the

hatches when needed.

The CX Wildland Vent Pant design

with 7 oz Tecasafe Plus material

provides the perfect balance

between protection and comfort.

Each feature in these wildland fire

pants was specifically designed to

battle against heat, sweat, and

discomfort. Our Xvent system

(YKK® Nomex® zippered leg

vents) allows airflow to battle

against internal heat buildup.

Day or night – the Vector Wildland Fire

Pant craves the fire line. Tecasafe® Plus

7oz material provides excellent comfort,

protection, and breathability. Materials

and design provide great moisture

management keeping you cool and

comfortable. Designed for lighter duty

work loads and hand crafted for

excellent fit and maneuverability.

Seamless underside keeps chafing on

the sidelines. Back, front, and cargo

pockets provide more than enough

areas to stash your personal goods.

Ethos Wildland Fire

Pant

BetaX Wildland Fire Shirt

CX Wildland Vent Pant,

Tecasafe

Vector Wildland Fire Shirt

Vector Wildland Fire

Pant
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Xvent is king in the BetaX Wildland Fire Shirt.

Airflow vents in each bicep area of the arms

and two lower chest region vents allow for

maximum torso airflow. Torso airflow helps to

cool the core, keeping you more alert and

focused. Made mostly of 5.8oz Tecasafe Plus

(Lightweight and Breathable) with 7 oz Tecasafe

Plus in the areas you want extra toughness. Top

button neck closure along with Mil-Spec Velcro

wrist straps allow you to batten down the

hatches when needed. ¾ YKK Nomex front zip

allows for breathability and easy on/off

capabilities. Two slanted bicep pockets with

segmented Velcro keeps contents secure while

allowing easy access even with gloves.

SKU # FC106 SKU # FC105 SKU # FC103

SKU # FC206 SKU # FC204 SKU # FC203
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FS-1 Ranger Wildland Fire
Pack

de

Rebuilt from customer feedback, the newly

updated Operator wildland fire pack is

mission ready. Easy water bottle access,

updated pockets and connection points,

updated reinforcement points, along with

new torso fit patterns for maximum comfort.

Internal aluminum stay structure and high-

quality materials provide a stout and sturdy

foundation. Shoulder straps adjust both

vertically and tilt for optimal custom torso fit.

Closed cell foam structuring throughout with

an ergonomic PALS hip-belt finishes off the

pack framework. Water/fuel bottle side

pockets with internal fusee loops and

webbing sheath for files. Side pockets cinch

and compress to keep items stored safely. 

The FS-1 Mojave pack offers ample

storage space with multiple

compartments and pockets,

providing quick and easy access to

necessary firefighting gear. This fire

pack has a dedicated hydration

bladder sleeve for firefighters to

stay hydrated during long

operations. Made from flame-

resistant materials, the pack

ensures optimal protection and

durability.

Coaxsher is proud to offer this FS-1

Ranger Wildland Fire Pack for all your

firefighter gear and accessories.

Constructed from high-quality, flame-

resistant materials, the FS-1 Ranger Pack

offers superior protection and peace of

mind. This fire pack features a spacious

main compartment with specialized

pockets and webbing, allowing

firefighters to efficiently carry their

essential fire gear and tools. This fire pack

also includes a water bladder sleeve,

ensuring firefighters stay hydrated during

long operations.

Built tough with simplicity and function in

mind, a no gimmick wildland hose pack

that will get the job done! Large open lid

for quick dump of contents, or for

deploying on the go with your

departments chosen style of hose lays.

1000D Cordura, box stitching, reinforced

in all high-stress areas. Carry alone or

over fireline pack with extra length

shoulder strap adjustment. This pack will

comfortably hold 200ft of 1 ½”, and 100ft

of 1” with a Forestry Nozzle and Gated

Wye. Can easily hold 400ft of rolled

hose.

Like our fire gear, the SR-1 Endeavor is a

modular pack with multiple set-up options so

you decide how to configure it and which

modules and tools to carry. The main pack

offers 1,900 cubic inches of space and weighs

less than 2 pounds, while the light duty pack

has 400 cubic inches and weighs 7oz. With

removable modules like the 400 cubic inch

medical kit case and the water reservoir case

with dual hose ports (CamelBak® water

bladder sold separately), you can tailor this

versatile search and rescue pack to meet your

specific needs for each mission. New features

include: Additional inside mesh storage

pockets, and more webbing daisy chain

connection points.

FS-1 Mojave Wildland Fire

Pack

FS-1 Spotter Wildland Fire

Pack

Wildland Hose Pack

Operator Wildland Fire

Pack

SR-1 Endeavor Search and

Rescue Pack
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Coaxsher is proud to offer this FS-1 Spotter

Wildland Fire Pack for all your firefighter

gear and accessories. This wildland fire

pack offers a range of features that make it

a top choice for those working in

demanding fire conditions. The FS-1 Spotter

Pack is built with comfort and functionality

in mind. This fire pack features adjustable

shoulder and waist straps to ensure a

secure and comfortable fit. The reinforced

stitching and heavy-duty zippers enhance

the pack's durability, making it capable of

withstanding the toughest fire fighting

situations.

SKU # FS101 SKU # FS102 SKU # FS104

SKU # FS103 SKU # OS700 SKU # SR101

PACKS 36
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PULASKI AXE
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Super light and super

strong square shovel. 27

or 55 inches in length with

ramin filled fiberglass

handle and 14 gauge steel

shovel head. Welded

seems for added strength

- a first by a shovel

manufacturer!

"Thick Walled" polyethylene plastic tank is

thicker and uniform - will take rough

handling and harsh environments.

"Non-slosh" rounded design keeps the unit

comfortable, balanced, and steady. The full

padded pillow comforts that impinging feel

of other tanks. The unit is completely

corrosion resistant - will not rust like

galvanized steel models and is less

expensive than stainless steel tanks.

Adjustable padded shoulder straps are

rugged, yet fit comformatbly and distribute

the weight evenly down your back. Tank

holds 5-gallons.

A combination axe and grub hole

ideal for chopping, digging fire

lines in hard and soft soils.

Ground and tempered cutting

edges. Axe head attached to our

fiberglass handle which

dramatically outlasts wood in

firefighting applications by

resisting breakage, heat,

moisture, and cleaning materials.

This 455 Rancher is made to tackle any

chain saw operation. Exceptional forestry

application. New X-TORQ engine provides

high torque over a very wide RPM range.

Low exhaust emission levels, in accordance

with EPA #2. Durable and robust saw body,

cast three piece crank shaft and reinforced

crancase. Ergonomically improved handles

reduce fatigue. Air injection makes the saw

run stronger and longer. Smart-Start and

purge pump provides east starting. This saw

is made for multiple rough ON and OFF

operations. Weighs a perfect 12 lbs. of

weight distribution.

Complete with fiberglass

handle and heavy duty hoe

blade to withstand the rigors

of wildland firefighting. Can

be used for trenching,

grubbing or slashing brush.

Also useful in cutting through

deep duff, underbrush, and

similar fuels.

RANGER DOUBLE

DELUXE

SHO-HOE TOOL

THE FIRE TUFF

SHOVEL SQUARE

MCLOUD TOOL
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The SHO-HOE represents a unique

feature in Wildland Firefighting by

incorporating several tools into one. It's a

SHOVEL, It's a HOE, It's a GRUB AXE, It's a

BRUSH HOOK, It's a WEED AXE, It's a

DITCH HOOK, It's a TRENCHING TOOL.

Made with a pointed Steel Shovel Head,

two sides of the blade are seperated for

chopping or penetrating. The handle is

made of fiberglass with a non-slip Celtex

grip. The heavy threaded twistlock allows

the tool to be used as a straight shovel or

lock at a right angle and use as a hoe.

SKU # FHU-PAXE SKU # FHU-SHT SKU # SHV-F-55

SKU # FHU-RANGERDD SKU # FHU-FIRETUFF SKU # FHU-MCLOUD
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HUSKY HELICOPTER WATER TANK
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Husky® Floating Strainers are

built with durability, strength and

lightweight in mind. They can be

used in lakes, streams, swimming

pools, portable tanks and many

other sources of water. Husky®

Floating Strainers are designed

for maximum flow and will draft

in shallow water down to 5” deep.

The removable barrel can also be

used as a strainer.

A heat resistant ring spun outer

jacket prevents damage from

sparks and radiant heat. The

outer jacket is finished with our

iconic “Key-Lok” polyurethane

based polymer impregnation so

hose will remain mildew

resistant and require no drying.

Sizes

-1"

-1 1/2"

Husky® Helicopter Tanks are

water shuttle tanks designed to

be transported by helicopter and

set down into forestry areas for a

water supply for the firefighters

whether in remote areas or not.

Sizes (Gallons)

-72

-134

-240

-360

Lightweight, circular woven fire

hose technology incorporating

high tensile, all polyester woven

jacket, lined with high tensile NSF

polyurethane. This workhorse

hose packs tight and features

brass GHT threaded couplings

with strain reliefs.

Sizes

-5/8"

-3/4"

The industry’s most durable and

lightweight, high pressure booster

hose featuring a highly abrasion

and heat resistant single jacket

polyester cover. Uniquely

constructed using an interior

helical reinforcement offering

unmatched kink resistance that

maintains hose shape and

performance.

Sizes

-1“

KEY HOSE TYPE II FORESTRY

HOSE

HUSKY FRAMELESS WATER

TANK

KEY HOSE PENCIL LINE

HUSKY FLOATING

STRAINER

KEY HOSE REEL LITE
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Husky® Self-Supporting Water Tanks, also

called onion tanks or pumpkin tanks, are

the perfect solution when storage and

manpower are a concern. 

Sizes (Gallons)

-250

-500

1000

-1500

-2000

-2500

3000

-3500

-4000

SKU # HHP-HWT SKU # HHP-SSFPT SKU # HHP-HFL

SKU # 5100-187 SKU # FF058-300 SKU # RB10-800
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Lightning X Compact First
Responder Bag

de

Deluxe Kit, Tweezers, Kelly Hemostats, Trauma Sheers,

Bandage Sheers, Penlight, Am Ampules, Band-Aids (100),

4″ x 4″ Gauze Pads (50), 2″ Roll Gauze (2), 3″ Roll Gauze (2),

4″ Roll Gauze (2), 2″ Self-Adherent Bandage (2), 2″ Elastic

Ace Bandage (2), 5″ x 7″ ABD Pad (2), 8″ x 10″ ABD Pad (2),

1″ Roll Cloth Tape, 2″ Roll Cloth Tape, Iodine Wipes (10),

Isopropyl Alcohol Wipes (10), Triple Antibiotic Ointment

1/2 oz, Instant Cold Packs (2), Eye Pads (2), Triangle

Bandage (2) , Eye Wash, Exam Gloves (4), Universal SAM

Finger Splint, Glutose, Sting Pads (10), Adult BP Cuff,

Sprague Steth, Barrier Mask, OPA Kit, (6) 10″ x 30″ Trauma

Dressing, NC Tubing (2), NRB Mask (2), BVM Bag, 4-1/4″ x
36″ Roll Splint, 4″ x 4″ Occl Seal, Adjustable C-Collar, 2oz

Burn Spray, 2oz First Aid Spray, Emergency Blanket, Quick

Stop Hemostatic Blood Stop Spray, Buckle Tournqt, Iodine

Wipes (10), 4″ x 4″ Burn Dressing (2), Medline Ox Reg 0-15

lpm, Worth/Lux Alum “D” Ox Cyl (empty) – all arranged

nicely and packaged together in a box for you to

customize to your liking. Limited lifetime warranty from

Lightning X Products.

1 x Tweezers ● 1 x Kelly Forceps 5.5″ ● 1 x Trauma

Shears 7.5″ ● 1 x Bandage Shears, 5.5″ ● 1 x

Premium LED Penlight ● 100 x Assorted Adhesive

Bandages ● 50 x Gauze Pads 4″x 4″ ● 2 x Roll

Gauze 2″ ● 2 x Roll Gauze 3″ ● 2 x Roll Gauze 4″ ●
2 x Self-Adherent Wrap 2″ x 5 yds ● 2 x Elastic

Bandage 2″ x 5yds ● 2 x ABD Pads 5″ x 9″ ● 2 x

ABD Pads 8″ x 10″ ● 1 x Cloth Surgical Tape 1″ x 10

yds ● 10 x Iodine Prep Wipes ● 10 x Alcohol Prep

Wipes ● 1 x Triple A Ointment, 0.5 oz tube ● 2 x

Instant Cold Pack 4″ x 5″ ● 2 x Oval Eye Pads 1-

5/8″ x 2-5/8″ ● 2 x Triangle Bandage, 36″ x 36″ x
51″ ● 1 x Eye Wash 1oz ● 4 x Nitrile Exam Gloves ●

1 x Universal Finger Splint ● 1 x Glucose Gel, 15g ●

10 x Sting & Bite Pads ● 1 x CPR Face Shield ● 1 x

First Aid Guide Booklet ● 2 x Burn Gel Dressing 4″ x
4″ ● 10 x Ammonia Wipes

Contents: 1 x Tweezers ● 1 x Kelly Forceps 5.5″ ● 1 x

Trauma Shears 7.5″ ● 1 x Bandage Shears, 5.5″ ● 1 x

Premium LED Penlight ● 100 x Assorted Adhesive

Bandages ● 50 x Gauze Pads 4″x 4″ ● 2 x Roll Gauze 2″
● 2 x Roll Gauze 3″ ● 2 x Roll Gauze 4″ ● 2 x Self-

Adherent Wrap 2″ x 5 yds ● 2 x Elastic Bandage 2″ x
5yds ● 2 x ABD Pads 5″ x 9″ ● 2 x ABD Pads 8″ x 10″ ●

1 x Cloth Surgical Tape 1″ x 10 yds ● 10 x Iodine Prep

Wipes ● 10 x Alcohol Prep Wipes ● 1 x Triple A

Ointment, 0.5 oz tube ● 2 x Instant Cold Pack 4″ x 5″ ●
2 x Oval Eye Pads 1-5/8″ x 2-5/8″ ● 2 x Triangle

Bandage, 36″ x 36″ x 51″ ● 1 x Eye Wash 1oz ● 4 x

Nitrile Exam Gloves ● 1 x Universal Finger Splint ● 1 x

Glucose Gel, 15g ● 10 x Sting & Bite Pads ● 1 x Blood

Pressure Cuff ● 1 x Sprague Stethoscope ● 1 x CPR

Face Shield ● 1 x Berman Airways Kit ● 1 x First Aid

Guide Booklet ● 2 x Burn Gel Dressing 4″ x 4″ ● 10 x

Ammonia Wipes

Tweezers, Kelly Hemostats, Trauma Sheers, Bandage Sheers,

Penlight, Ammonia (10), Heavy-Duty Flexible Fabric Adhesive

Bandages (100 assorted sizes), 4″x4″ Gauze Pads (50), 2″ Roll

Gauze (2), 3″ Roll Gauze (2), 4″ Roll Gauze (2), 2″ Self-Adherent

Bandage (2), 2″ Elastic Ace Bandage (2), 5″ x 9″ ABD Pad (2), 8″ x
10″ ABD Pad (2), 1″ Roll Cloth Tape, 2″ Roll Cloth Tape, Iodine

Wipes (10), Isopropyl Alcohol Wipes (10), Triple Antibiotic

Ointment 1/2 oz, Instant Cold Packs (4), Eye Pads (2), Triangle

Bandage (4) , Eye Wash Irrigation Solution, Nitrile Exam Gloves

(8), Universal SAM Finger Splint (2), Oral Glucose Gel, Sting &

Bite Relief Pads (10), Digital Automatic Upper Arm Blood

Pressure Cuff, Premium Cardiology Stethoscope, CPR Mask (2),

Berman Airways Kit (6 sizes), 12″ x 30″ Multi Trauma Dressing (2),

Adult Bag Valve Mask (MPR), 4-1/4″ x 36″ Roll Splint (2), 4″ x 4″
Vented Chest Seal, Adjustable Cervical Extrication Collar, 2oz

Burn Spray, 2oz First Aid Antiseptic Spray, Emergency Mylar

Blanket (2), QuickStop Hemostatic Spray (1.69oz), QuikClot 4″ x 4″
EMS Bandage, Tourniquet, 4″ x 4″ Burn Dressing (2), Tongue

Depressor (2), Suture Set, First Aid Guide, Digital Thermometer,

Thermometer Sheath (2), Israeli Bandage 4″, Folding Pocket

Knife, Fingertip Pulse Oximeter, Nasal Airway Kit (6 sizes + lube).

Tweezers - Kelly Hemostats - Trauma Sheers - Bandage Sheers –

Penlight - Ammonia Ampules (10) - Band-Aids (100) - 4×4 Gauze

Pads (50) - 2″ Roll Gauze (2) - 3″ Roll Gauze (2) - 4″ Roll Gauze (2) -

2″ Self-Adherent Bandage (2) - 2″ Elastic Ace Bandage (2) - 5 x 9

ABD Pad (2) - 8 x 10 ABD Pad (2)- 1″ Roll Cloth Tape - 2″ Roll Cloth

Tape - Iodine Wipes (10) - Isopropyl Alcohol Wipes (10) - Triple

Antibiotic Ointment 1/2 oz - Instant Cold Packs (4) - Eye Pads (2) -

Triangle Bandage (4) - Eye Wash Irrigation Solution - Exam Gloves

(8) - Universal SAM Finger Splint (2) - Oral Glucose Gel - Sting &

Bite Relief Pads (10) - Digital Automatic Blood Pressure Cuff -

Premium Cardiology Stethoscope - CPR Mask (2) - Berman Airways

Kit (6) - 10″ x 30″ Multi Trauma Dressing (2) - Bag Valve Mask (MPR)

- 4-1/4″ x 36″ Roll Splint (2) - 4″ x 4″ Transparent Chest Seal -

Adjustable Cervical Collar - 2oz Burn Spray w/ Lidocaine - 2oz

First Aid Antiseptic Spray - Emergency Mylar Blanket (2) -

QuickStop Hemostatic Spray (1.69oz) - QuikClot 4″x4″ EMS

Bandage - Tourniquet - Petroleum Burn Dressing 3″ x 9″ (2) -

Tongue Depressor (2) - Suture Set - First Aid Guide - Digital

Thermometer - Thermometer Sheath (2) - Israeli Bandage 4″-
Folding Pocket Knife - Fingertip Pulse Ox- Nasal Airway Kit - 4″ x
4″ Burn Dressing (2) - Color Coded Removable Pouches w/ Clear

Vinyl Window & Zipper (4)

Lightning X TacMed

Shoulder Sling

Lightning X Mid-Sized

EMT Bag

Modular Trauma Backpack

Lightning X Premium Medical

Trauma Duffle w/O2 Bottle

Lightning X Modular

Intermediate Trauma Bag
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Deluxe Kit, Tweezers, Kelly Hemostats, Trauma Sheers,

Bandage Sheers, Penlight, Am Ampules, Band-Aids (100), 4″
x 4″ Gauze Pads (50), 2″ Roll Gauze (2), 3″ Roll Gauze (2), 4″
Roll Gauze (2), 2″ Self-Adherent Bandage (2), 2″ Elastic Ace

Bandage (2), 5″ x 7″ ABD Pad (2), 8″ x 10″ ABD Pad (2), 1″ Roll

Cloth Tape, 2″ Roll Cloth Tape, Iodine Wipes (10), Isopropyl

Alcohol Wipes (10), Triple Antibiotic Ointment 1/2 oz, Instant

Cold Packs (2), Eye Pads (2), Triangle Bandage (2) , Eye

Wash, Exam Gloves (4), Universal SAM Finger Splint,

Glutose, Sting Pads (10), Adult BP Cuff, Sprague Steth,

Barrier Mask, OPA Kit, (6) 10″ x 30″ Trauma Dressing, NC

Tubing (2), NRB Mask (2), BVM Bag, 4-1/4″ x 36″ Roll Splint,

4″ x 4″ Occl Seal, Adjustable C-Collar, 2oz Burn Spray, 2oz

First Aid Spray, Emergency Blanket, Quick Stop Hemostatic

Blood Stop Spray, Buckle Tournqt, Iodine Wipes (10), (4)

Color Coded Removable Pouches w/ Clear Vinyl Window &

Zipper – all arranged nicely and packaged together in a box

for you to customize to your liking. Limited lifetime warranty

from Lightning X Products.

SKU # MB10-SKB SKU # MB35-SKF SKU # MB50-SKD

SKU # MB15-SKA SKU # MB45-SKF SKU # MB35-SKF
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Lightning X Premium Gun Range
Trauma Kit

de

Tweezers, Kelly Hemostats, Trauma Sheers, Bandage

Sheers, Reusable LED Penlight, Ammonia (10), Heavy-Duty

Flexible Fabric Adhesive Bandages (100 assorted sizes), 4″
x 4″ Gauze Pads (50), 2″ Roll Gauze (2), 3″ Roll Gauze (2), 4″

Roll Gauze (2), 2″ Self-Adherent Bandage (2), 2″ Elastic

Ace Bandage (2), 5″ x 7″ ABD Pad (2), 8″ x 10″ ABD Pad (2),

1″ Roll Cloth Tape, Iodine Wipes (10), Isopropyl Alcohol

Wipes (10), Triple Antibiotic Ointment 1/2 oz, Instant Cold

Packs (2), Eye Pads (2), Triangle Bandage (2) , Eye Wash

Irrigation Solution, Nitrile Exam Gloves (4), Universal SAM

Finger Splint, Oral Glucose Gel, Adult Blood Pressure Cuff

w/ Case, Sprague Stethoscope, CPR Mask, Oropharyngeal

Airway Kit (6 sizes), Sting & Bite Relief Swabs (10), 4″ x 4″
Burn Dressing (2), First Aid Guide, Quick Clotting Hemostat

(blood stop) Gauze 4″ x 4″ (2), Dyna-Stopper Trauma

Pressure Dressing, 12″ x 30″ Multi-Trauma Pad,

Compressed Z-folded Krinkle Gauze 4.5″ x 4.1yd, Israeli

Pressure Bandage 4″, First Aid Antiseptic Spray 2oz, Burn

Spray 2oz, Adult BVM Bag Valve Mask, 36″ Roll Splint,

Emergency Foil Mylar Blanket, 2.5L Hydration Bladder.

The North American Rescue® (NAR)

Public Access Bleeding Control (PABC)

6-Pack is designed to provide

bystanders and initial first responders

with quick and easy access to essential

medical equipment for stopping life-

threatening bleeding. The 6-Pack

includes six (6) Individual Bleeding

Control Kits that are contained inside of

an easy-to-open carrying case. Also

included is one (1) NAR Responder

QuikLitter™ used for moving injured

casualties

C-A-T Tourniquet by North American Rescue Black -

ARS Chest Decompression Needle, 14g, by North

American Rescue - Hyfin Vent Chest Seal Twin Pack by

North American Rescue - Premium CPR Mask with

Hard Case Black - Emergency Survival Foil Blanket, 52″
x 82″ Silver - Cohesive Self Adherent Bandage Roll ” 2″

x 5yd Black - Burn Relief Gel Dressing 4″ x 4″ -
Compressed Krinkle Gauze 4.5″ x 4.1yd - Black Tactical

Nitrile Gloves in Poly Bag 4 Pairs 7.5″ - Emergency

Trauma/Bandage Shear Black Handle - Universal

Foam Aluminum Core Roll Splint 4.5″ x 36″ Tactical

Black/Grey - QuikClot 25 Gram Hemostatic Clotting

Sponge - QuikClot 4″ x 4″ Hemostat Dressing 4-Ply -

Nasopharyngeal Airway Size 28FR Individually

Wrapped - Israeli Emergency Military Pressure

Bandage 4″ - Lightning X First Aid Guide Booklet -

Lightning X Air Tight Water Tight Hard Case 14″ -
Custom Cut Foam Insert for Range Kit Black/Grey

5 x Bear Claw Nitrile Trauma Gloves, Pair - 1 x

Cyclone® New & Improved BVM - 1 x Tactical

Suction Device - 2 x NAR® Pre-Lubricated

Nasopharyngeal Airway - 28F(117 mm) -1 x

HyFin® Vent Chest Seal Twin Pack - 2 x ARS®

Needle Decompression Kit (14 G x 3.25 in.) - 2 x

C-A-T® (Orange Combat Application

Tourniquet®) - 4 x ETD™ 6 in. Emergency

Trauma Dressing - 1 x ETD™ Abdominal

Emergency Trauma Dressing - 4 x S-Rolled

Gauze™ (4.5 in. x 4.1 yd) - 1 x Bag (Orange,

Squad) - 2 x Polycarbonate Eye Shield - 1 x

Trauma Shears (7.25 in.) - 1x SAM® Splint II - 1 x

Surgical Tape (2 in.) - 2 x Triage Card (NAR T2

Tag®)

1x Bag (MCI–WALK®) Black - 8 x pair

Bear Claw Nitrile Trauma Gloves - 5 x

NAR® Pre-Lubricated Nasopharyngeal

Airway - 28F(117 mm) - 8 x HyFin®

Vent Twin Pack Chest Seal - 8 x C-A-

T® (Combat Application Tourniquet®)

Black - 8 x Compressed Gauze (4.5 in. x

4.1 yd) - 8 x ETD Emergency Trauma

Dressing, 6 in.- 5x Combat Gauze® LE

Z-fold Hemostatic Dressing - 5x

Combat Casualty Card (Triage) - 5 x

Permanent Marker, Large - 8 x

QuikLitter, Black

NAR PUBLIC ACCESS

BLEEDING CONTROL

Lightning X Deluxe

Trauma IFAK Kit

NAR EMS RAPID DEPLOYMENT

KIT

Lightning X Modular Trauma Backpack

w/ Bleeding Control Fill Kit + Hydration

NAR MCI WALK KIT
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Quick Clotting 1st Response 25g, 5"x9"

ABD Pad, 3"x3" Gauze Pad (2 packs of 2

pads), QuickClot 4"x4" EMS Gauze Pad

(or equivalent), 2"x 4.5yd Rolled Gauze,

7.5" Trauma Shears, CPR Mask, Gen II

R.A.T.S. Tourniquet, 4" x 4" Burn

Dressing, Israeli Pressure Bandage (4"),

Black Nitrile Gloves (2 pairs), Alcohol

Swabs (4), Iodine Wipes (4), 2"x 4.5yd

Black Self-Adherent Gauze Roll, NAR

Hyfin Chest Seal, 28FR Nasal Airway, Z-

Folded Compressed Gauze.

SKU # LXHC75-SKR SKU # LXPB15-SKH SKU # MB45-SKMH

SKU # 80-0573 SKU # 80-0151 SKU # 80-0564
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NAR BLEEDING CONTROL SKILLS
TRAINING KIT

de

Public Access Individual Bleeding Control

Trainer Kits by North American Rescue® provide

the appropriate equipment needed to teach

individuals the necessary life-saving skills of

bleeding control. Designed to correspond with

the equipment found in our core Advanced

Public Access Bleeding Control Kits, these

individual trainers come fully packed in a

distinctive blue nylon bag and contain trainers of

intuitive, easy-to-use tools proven to help to

save lives such as the C-A-T® tourniquet, gauze,

pressure dressings, hemostatic, and chest seal.

Also included are step-by-step illustrated “just

in time” pictorial instructions. These trainers are

available Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, and

Advanced Celox™ configurations.

The SAM IO Training kit provides all of

the equipment needed to familiarize

trainees with the SAM IO hardware and

usage. The nylon carrying case includes

elastic loops for storing needles, along

with attachment points for the driver

once you've removed these items from

their original packaging. The main

compartment has a divider that includes

a mesh pouch on the under side for

storing additional loose pieces such as

the needle adaptor. The included

equipment is for training use only.

The Bleeding Control Skills Training Kits from

North American Rescue® provide the appropriate

equipment needed to teach up to 20 students the

necessary life-saving skills of bleeding control.

The equipment is packaged in a self-contained,

wheeled rigid case with internal dividers to keep

the equipment organized and easy to inventory.

The instructor kit is available with or without a

wound management simulator model. The

contents of this advanced training kit include all

the necessary equipment to address extremity

bleeding, wound packing, pressure bandages, as

well as litters to carry injured victims,

corresponding to the equipment in NAR's Basic /

Advanced / Advanced BCD / Advanced Celox™

Public Access Bleeding Control Kits.

The TCCC/TECC Modular Training

System from North American

Rescue provides all the necessary

tactical medical and casualty

extraction/evacuation equipment

needed when teaching the PHTLS

TCCC Certification required tasks for

completing the Tactical Combat

Casualty Care (TCCC) course. This

system is available as a turnkey

solution for training centers and

educational institutions.

Large Body Rescue Randy

185lbs These larger body

Rescue Randy manikins

come in eight different

weigh ts to meet your

rescue training needs.

Turnout gear not included.

Size: 55" x 27" x 13". Ship

weight 205 lbs.

NAR SAM IO TRAINING

KIT

NAR TRUECLOT

HEMORRHAGE TRAINING KIT

NAR TCCC/ TECC TRAINING

MODULE SKILLS/IFAK COMBO

NAR PUBLIC ACCESS INDIVIDUAL

BLEEDING CONTROL TRAINER KIT

Simulaids Rescue Randy
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The TrueClot® Hemorrhage Training Kit™ by Luna is

designed with everything you need to demonstrate and

train on advanced wound packing techniques with the

use of advanced hemostatic gauzes. This highly

realistic Wound Packing Trainer features a large caliber

gunshot wound with hidden bleed points and a

simulated fracture/defect hard plastic bone insert to

aid in teaching deep packing techniques necessary for

larger wounds, ie. "pack to the bone." As Luna’s

proprietary TrueClot® Clotting Blood Simulant is

pumped into the wound track using the attached 1 liter

squeeze bottle and makes contact with the Simulated

Hemostatic Gauze, realistic simulated blood clots form

on the gauze at the point of bleeding to demonstrate

the reaction of Hemostatic Gauze in a wound. Mimicing

the mechanics of actual wound packing, the trainer can

be fully packed with 12 ft of gauze and have external

pressure applied to help slow blood flow.

SKU # 80-0880 SKU # 93-0020 SKU # 80-0901

SKU # 30-0256 SKU # 85-0740 SKU # 1480
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ELKHART Chief XD

de

The Phantom® XD™ selectable flow

nozzle series has your target flow

covered! With different pressure and flow

ranges available, there is one to meet

your need. Built with positive interlocking,

robust tactile selection grips, selecting

the desired flow rate won’t be a problem

even in the harshest conditions. If

selectable flow is your choice, then

choose the Phantom XD

Sizes (Inlet-Waterway)

1' - 1' 

1.5' - 1'

1.5' - 1 3/8"

2.5' - 1 3/8"

Designed to be extremely

effective, the FLOWMATIC

Regular nozzle has a pressure

regulation system that

optimizes its range of action

even in case of pressure drop

and allows the user to perform

pulsing, starting at 75 psi. It can

also offer a double jet for an

attack to make it even easier.

The choice for fixed flow fog

nozzles, the Chief XD® is an

absolute workhorse designed for a

lifetime of service. Available in a

variety of flow rates and pressures

down to 50 psi (3.5 BAR).

Sizes (Inlet-Waterway)

1' - 1' 

1.5' - 1'

1.5' - 1 3/8"

2.5' - 1 3/8"

The MULTIFLOW Regular nozzle

with multiple flow rates was

designed to better manage the

water resources. Thus, with a sliding

ring equipped with tactile markers,

the MULTIFLOW nozzle allows the

user to select the desired flow rate.

Designed in hard-anodized

aluminum, the MULTIFLOW Regular

nozzle was tested in accordance

with the salt spray test.

MULTIFLOW Regular selectable flow

nozzle was designed to optimize the

management of water resources.

Equipped with sliding ring and tactile

marker, the MULTIFLOW nozzle

allows the selection of the desired

flow rate. Made of FiberTech

composite material, the MULTIFLOW

Regular FiberTech nozzle is lighter

and more resistant to corrosion than

aluminum models. It is available in

105 or 132 gpm

TEMPEST FLOWMATIC

REGULAR ALUMINUM 

ELKHART Select-O-Matic

XD

TEMPEST MULTIFLOW REGULAR

ALUMINIUM

ELKHART Phantom XD

TEMPEST MULTIFLOW

REGULAR FIBERTECH
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The Select-O-Matic® XD™

automatic handline nozzle adjusts

to fluctuating water supply

conditions to maintain effective

pressure and a consistent fire

stream in all flow ranges.

Sizes (Inlet-Waterway)

1' - 1' 

1.5' - 1'

1.5' - 1 3/8"

2.5' - 1 3/8"

SKU # ELK-CHIEF SKU # ELK-SOMXD SKU # ELK-PHANTOMXD

SKU # TEMP-TFRA SKU # TEMP-TMRA SKU # TEMPEST TMRF
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HARRINGTON Female Swivel RL x
Female Rigid Threaded Adapters

de

Threaded adapters available from 1.5” to

12”. All adapters provide the necessary

safety features for municipal fire fighting.

Storz adapters 4” and larger feature a

Storz-Lok locking mechanism. British

instantaneous adapters, NST adapters

and other European adapters are

available upon request. All threaded

adapters are hard coated to military

spec. Type 3 and made from aircraft

#6061-T light weight aluminum. All

female swivels utilize stainless steel ball

bearing or aluminum roller bearings, no

plastic.

Threaded adapters available from 1.5” to

12”. All adapters provide the necessary

safety features for municipal fire fighting.

Storz adapters 4” and larger feature a

locking mechanism. British instantaneous

adapters, NST adapters and other

European adapters are available upon

request. All threaded adapters are hard

coated to military spec. Type 3 and made

from aircraft #6061-T light weight

aluminum. All female swivels utilize

stainless steel ball bearing or aluminum

roller bearings, no plastic.

Threaded adapters available from 1.5” to

12”. All adapters provide the necessary

safety features for municipal fire fighting.

Storz adapters 4” and larger feature a

locking mechanism. British instantaneous

adapters, NST adapters and other

European adapters are available upon

request. All threaded adapters are hard

coated to military spec. Type 3 and made

from aircraft #6061-T light weight

aluminum. All female swivels utilize

stainless steel ball bearing or aluminum

roller bearings, no plastic.

Harrington Storz elbow adapterss are

rated for a working pressure of 250 PSI.

Elbows are hard coat aluminum anodized

to Military Specification, Type 3 then

powder coated for a nice smooth finish.

“Forged” Storz heads provide maximum

strength. No hidden imperfections like

those found in cast Storz heads. All

female swivels utilize stainless steel ball

bearing or aluminum roller bearings, no

plastic. Available 2.5” to 6”. All Storz

heads 4” and larger include All Metal

NFPA compliant Storz-Lok.

Threaded adapters available from 1.5” to

12”. All adapters provide the necessary

safety features for municipal fire fighting.

Storz adapters 4” and larger feature a

locking mechanism. British instantaneous

adapters, NST adapters and other

European adapters are available upon

request. All threaded adapters are hard

coated to military spec. Type 3 and made

from aircraft #6061-T light weight

aluminum. All female swivels utilize

stainless steel ball bearing or aluminum

roller bearings, no plastic.

HARRINGTON Male x Female

Rigid Rocker Lug Threaded

Adapter

HARRINGTON Male x Female

Swivel Rocker Lug Threaded

Adapter

HARRINGTON 30° Elbow Adapters-

NH Male x NH Female Swivel

HARRINGTON Female Swivel RL x

Female Swivel RL Threaded

Adapter

HARRINGTON Threaded

Blind Caps
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Threaded adapters available from 1.5” to

12”. All adapters provide the necessary

safety features for municipal fire fighting.

Storz adapters 4” and larger feature a

locking mechanism. British instantaneous

adapters, NST adapters and other

European adapters are available upon

request. All threaded adapters are hard

coated to military spec. Type 3 and made

from aircraft #6061-T light weight

aluminum. All female swivels utilize

stainless steel ball bearing or aluminum

roller bearings, no plastic.

SKU # H53 SKU # H54 SKU # H-55

SKU # H37 SKU # H30E SKU # HTBC
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HARRINGTON Hydrant Gate
Valves

de

These Storz adapters are

tested to a rated pressure of

250 PSI for all fire department

connections. No hidden

imperfections like those

found in cast couplings.

“Forged” Storz heads provide

maximum strength. Excellent

adapters for FDC connections

for buildings.

Adjustable to fit up to a 1.75″
pentagon nut or 1.5″ square nut

on fire hydrants. Can be used as

a spanner wrench on 4.0″ or 5.0″
Storz couplings or on rocker lug

couplings from 2.5″ up to 5.0″.
Wrench head is made of

rugged, cast manganese

bronze, with a knurled chrome-

plated steel handle

Gate valve, 2.5” NH female swivel x 2.5”

NH male gate valve with a non-rising

stem is excellent for hydrant, hose, high

rise standpipe, and other water control

applications. There is a spinning knob on

hand wheel for easy open/close, with a

built in slow close safety operation.

Lightweight, corrosion resistance,

anodized aluminum construction with an

anodized aluminum spindle. Also

available with special threads. This

product features a high 250 PSI pressure

rating.

A large 22 oz. vinyl bag designed to hold

all of the equipment you need for a

hydrant operation. The VELCRO® closure

on top allows for quick access with your

gloves on. The molded TUFF Bottom

provides an almost indestructible base.

This bag will hold large gated valves,

wyes, wrenches, reducers, etc. A high

density padded bottom helps to protect

equipment. Heavy duty D rings are for an

optional shoulder strap. This is available

in red and weighs 6 oz. The overall

dimensions are 24"L x 12"W x 9"H.

Harrington all in one spanner wrench set,

includes 1 each # HHSW-100 hydrant/Storz

wrench along with 4 each # HSSW-41-61

Storz multi size single end wrenches and

truck mounting bracket. The HHSW-100

hydrant wrench accommodates 4” and 5”

Storz connectors. The HSSW-41-61

wrenches accommodate 4” & 5” Storz and

2.5” – 3” rocker lugs. Truck mounting

bracket is anodized aluminum for durability

and corrosion resistance for years of no rust

service. Heavy duty springs secure

wrenches along with quick access to all

wrenches even with gloved hand.

ELKHART Adjustable

Hydrant Wrench

HARRINGTON Storz Adapters- x

Female Rigid Adapter

R&B HYDRANT BAG

HARRINGTON Storz Adapters – x

Male Rigid Adapter

HARRINGTON Harrington All

In One Spanner Wrench Set
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These Storz adapters are tested

to a rated pressure of 250 PSI

for all fire hydrant connections.

No hidden imperfections like

those found in cast couplings.

“Forged” Storz heads provide

maximum strength. Low profile

is available on certain models.

Excellent adapters for FDC

connections for buildings.

SKU # HHGV SKU # HSFR SKU # HSMR

SKU # S-454-S S K U  # 4 4 2 R D SKU # HSSW-501-HSW
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Dublin IQ SET 

Viking IQ, Double face fabric

construction for high thermal

protection. Long service life

with high abrasion resistance.

Maintains color and shape after

washing. Maximum comfort

during extended wear. Öko-Tex

Standard 100, product class 2 n

DIN EN 469, DIN EN 1149 and

NFPA approved.

Bundle and Save! 

Our Dublin Bunker Gear set

comes with 1x TC-1 Phenix, 1x

Hexarmor 8180, 1x HAIX Fire

Eagle Air, 1x Viking IQ Coat &

Pant, 1x Viking Hood

PBI, our heavy duty set, PBI

Max is the strongest outer

shell in the industry. Its

patented design offers the

ultimate combination of

high break-open and

thermal protection,

strength, comfort, and

flexibility.

Bundle and Save!

Our Ulster Set comes with

1x TC-1 Phenix, 1x Hexarmor

8180, 1x HAIX Fire Eagle Air,

1x PBI Coat & Pant, 1x Viking

Hood, 

Ulster PBI SET S
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SKU # VIKING-DIQ SKU # VIKING-UPBI
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FHU FORCIBLE ENTRY FLAT
HEAD AXE

de

A 7 lb head on your choice of a

black or yellow handle

(available in 32" and 36" length).

You can carry a Maxximus bar

or Pro Bar to the roof with one

hand. The lock slot feature

marries both tools together. It

leaves one hand free for ladder

ascent or holding a flashlight or

roof hook.

The Georgia Hook features

an Drywall head at one

end and a NY Roof Hook

at the other constructed

on our versitile steel shaft.

This unique configuration

offers various options on

the fireground.

The Lock-Slot 8 Forcible Entry

Axe is a perfectly balanced

Force Axe in the hands of a

firefighter for striking the

MAXIMUS Forcible Entry

Halligan Bar. The Lock-Slot 8

features a drop forged head of

high carbon steel, rockwell

heat-treated and coated with

anti-rust zinc plate

The Colorado Hook

features an Arson-Trash

Hook at one end and a NY

Roof Hook at the other

constructed on our

versitile steel shaft. This

unique configuration offers

various options on the

fireground.

The Denver Hook features

an Gator Back Head at

one end and a NY Roof

Hook at the other

constructed on our

versitile steel shaft. This

unique configuration

offers various options on

the fireground.

Firehooks Unlimited

GEORGIA HOOK

FHU PRO-BAR HALLIGAN

Firehooks Unlimited

COLORADO HOOK

FHU MAXX-AXE

Firehooks Unlimited  

DENVER HOOK 
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THE 30" PRO-BAR IS THE ONLY

HALLIGAN TYPE TOOL USED BY

THE NEW YORK CITY FIRE AND

POLICE DEPARTMENTS FOR THE

LAST 30 YEARS. IT IS CARRIED BY

EVERY ENGINE, TRUCK AND

RESCUE IN THE F.D.N.Y. IT IS

ALSO CARRIED BY EVERY UNIT IN

EMERGENCY SERVICES AND THE

HIGHWAY PATROL.

SKU # LS-8 SKU # FHU-PR30 SKU # FHU-MAXXA

SKU # FHU-GH S K U  # F H U - C H SKU # FHU-DH
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FHU BOLT CUTTERS

de

8 lbs. 28inch Sledge

with ADZ bracket and

celtex grips. Made to

marry ADZ-BAR 31" or

the PRO-BAR 30-inch

with our new Shoulder

Strap System (SSSYS).

Designed to free one hand

allowing the other to hold

onto a stair railing, ladder

rung, or hold a flashlight.

Its purpose is to "marry"

the irons (axe & Pro-Bar) to

eachother so the unit can

be carried together by one

hand.

Heavy duty contractor

quality bolt cutters for

a variety of cutting

tasks including locks,

chain links, reinforcing

rods, bolts, rivets. Sizes

are 18", 24" and 36"

Made with 30 inches of steel encased

densacrete. The highest impact RAM on

the market. Striking the surface with

30,000 lbs. of force with its 40+ lbs.

mixture of epoxy steel poured on each

end. The only patented "One Man Ram"

(Patent # 4,681,171) held by Bob Farrell

of Fire Hooks Unlimited Inc. The Copy

Cats encase theirs in plastic casings,

which breaks quite easily (especially in

winter). WE BOAST THE BEST ONE MAN

RAM AVAILABLE.

It is a great pocket tool to

have for keeping doors

open. Excellent for

stopping water flow from

sprinkler heads. This

large rubber door wedge

measures 5 1/2" x 1 1/2"H

x 1 1/4"W and weighs 2

oz

FHU MARRYING STRAP

FHU TOOL BELT

FHU ONE MAN BATTERING

RAM

FHU MAUL 28 WITH ADZ

BRACKET

R&B HANDI WEDGE
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THREE QUICK RELEASE

BUCKLES AND HEAVY 2"

NYLON STRAPS MAKE UP

THE SYSTEM. FRONT AND

REAR BUCKLES ADJUST TO A

MAXIMUM OF 54 INCHES FOR

THE BIG GUYS. THIS

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM KEEPS

THE SIDE DROPS AT THE

HIPS.

SKU # BC-SIZE SKU # FHU-FTB SKU # 8-M28-B

SKU # FHU-MS S K U  # F H U - O M B R S K U  #  S A C - D W - Y L
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GUINNESS SET 

Modular system transforms your NFPA 1977 certfied Wildland gear

into NFPA 1951 certified technical rescue gear or NFPA 1999 certified

EMS gear by snapping in a GORE™ Crosstech® S/R moisture barrier

on the same outer shell. Available with optional blood-borne pathogen

protection. Multi-purpose shell is crafted in lightweight SIGMA™ fabric

specifically designed and certified for fighting wildland fires, EMS and

for technical rescue/extrication by Safety Components. Abrasion-

resistant reinforcements at the knees ensure the durability. Includes

real-life sizing instead of simple small-medium-large optons, proving

a tailored ergonomic fit for better mobility

Bundle and Save! 

Our GUINNESS Gear set comes with 1x TC-1 Phenix OR First Due, 1x

Hexarmor 4014 w/Bloodborn, 1x HAIX Fire Eagle Air, 1x Viking Shield

Coat & Pant, 1x Viking Hood
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SKU # VIKING-GUS
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TP Prime Crib

de

Most popular medium-duty

plastic cribbing block used in

multiple industries. Features

two working surfaces; the

pyramid design securely

interlocks and the interlocking

“Lincoln log” style sides allow

for additional stability and

multiple stacking

configurations.

Our Basic Auto Stabilization Kits

and Quick Response Kits were

developed for first responders,

such as EMS, sheriff, state

highway patrol, and local police

officers. These first responder

stabilization tool kits are

portable with a convenient carry

bag that fits into car trunks and

smaller apparatus cabinets. 

Our most popular heavy-duty

plastic cribbing block.

Features two interlocking

designs: Locking “Lincoln

Log” style sides and pyramid

design sides which allow for

additional stability and

multiple stacking

configurations.

Our most popular kits for any sized fire

station. We have worked with fire trainers

and our fire customers to create different

combinations of Dura Crib/Dura Stat items

such as Hybrid Cribs, Super Cribs, Step

Chocks, Lock Blocks, wedges and Mod

Pads, into six different comprehensive auto

extrication kits. Replace dirty and

dangerous wood with our engineered

products that are washable, load rate, and

ready for quick deployment. All the

stabilization products are washable and

can be easily decontaminated.

Gems of a workhorses in

our Dura Crib plastic

cribbing blocks line are

the 67HDC-30 “Black

Diamond Crib” and its

cousin the 44HDC-30

“Profile Crib”. Each crib

size has a four pyramid

design face. 

TP BASK and Quick

Response Kits

TP Step Chocks

TP Engine Kits - Auto X Crib

Kits

TP Super Crib

TP Black Diamond Crib™ &

Profile Crib™
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Designed specifically for the

fire/rescue industry, our

extrication step chocks

come in three versatile

sizes.

Sizes

24 ½” x 5 ¾”

29 ½” x 9″
31 ½” x 11˝

SKU # 67PC-24 SKU # SC-1 SKU # 67SC-24

SKU # TP-BQRK S K U  #  T P - E K A U T O S K U  #  6 7 H D C 3 0
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FHU BOLT CUTTERS

de

With lightning fast speed, Quick-Cut

can easily cut through seatbelts,

harnesses, stretcher straps, etc. Its V

shaped blades can cut through

10,000 strength webbing in just one

stroke. Quick-Cut can also shatter

windshields or the tip can open

aircraft panels with ease. It is made

out of high-strength aluminum alloy

with stainless steel blades. In critical

extraction emergencies make Quick-

Cut your #1.

The AUTO RESCUE

KIT contains a Seat

Belt Cutter, Spring

Punch, and Trunk

Key on a Split Ring

28 inches long with 17"

long of solid fiberglass

handles. Rated fiberglass

at 25,000 volts per inch

with added celtex for a no

slip grip. Made for house

current and low volt

operations.

This tool can cut auto

windshields, mobile homes,

aircraft, trailer roofs, wood, sheet

metal, and other building

materials. It can also cut and

chop ice. This tool features

honed 2 angled penetrating

points, 10 two sided cross-

cutting teeth to cut on both pull

and push strokes. Comes with

protective plastic point cover.

Brass window punch with

ring... Simple, fast and safe.

Press point in corner of

window until spring releases.

Point will break glass and you

can quickly gain access into

the vehicle. Adjustable spring

force for light or heavy

loading. Double spring loaded

barrel harden tip.

FHU A-R-K

FHU ABZ HALLIGAN

FHU BARRACUDA RESCUE

SAW

EMI Quick-Cut Rescue

Tool

FHU WINDOW PUNCH
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A-type lock cylinder puller

built into the adz end to pull

recessed or flush cylinders.

Handy pike on the adz

enables user to pull trim,

snap padlocks, make

examining holes, pull lath

plaster, vent windows, and

probe during searches. (20-

1/2" or 16")

SKU # NCCC-28 SKU # LPB SKU #MI-4006

SKU # FHU-ARK S K U  # F H U - O M B R S K U  #  S P - 1
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FireForce Station Wear Shirt

de

A renowned 5.11 Tactical boot steps up its profile

with heightened performance and comfort. The

A.T.A.C. 2.0 8" Shield lightens things up but remains

deadly serious about delivering superior safety in

the most unforgiving environments. An added 5.11

SlipStream™ waterproof / bloodborne pathogen

membrane, ASTM/CSA CARBON-TAC toe, and an

ASTM/CSA puncture resistant board provide critical

protection. Full-length dual durometer Ortholite®

footbed works to keep your feet cool, dry, and

comfortable all day every day. Another addition, the

Achilles heel flex zone, gives a critical part of your

foot more range of motion without compromising

support and stability. This boot is so tough, it can

live up to the ASTM 2413-17 M I/75 C/75 EH PR

standards, day in and day out. CSA Z195-09 rated for

compression, cutting, abrasion, and electrical

discharge protection. 

 Starting with a True Fit responsive waistband that

eliminates bunching and provides optimal comfort,

and five reinforced beltloops to accommodate

heavy duty belts. Inset cargo pockets that add utility

but maintain a sleek profile and professional look.

Articulated knees provide improved freedom of

movement that has been long overdue in a work

pant that needs to maintain a uniform look. Rear

pockets that have the same sleek closure as the

cargo pockets while providing security of contents.

All stress points have bartack reinforcement. A

diamond shaped crotch provides less bunching and

more freedom of movement. The FireForce Station

Wear Pant is a must have for any department

looking to enhance the function of their standard

station wear uniform while maintaining a modern

professional look.

The FireForce Station Wear Shirt is

designed with firefighter-specific

needs in mind. This Coaxsher shirt

features a professional appearance

with a button-front closure and

epaulets, allowing for easy

customization with department

patches or identification. The fire-

resistant shirt also has two large front

pockets with hidden pen cavities,

providing convenient storage for

essential items.

Under pressure, close to the heat, the

Company Pant 2.0 helps you stay

focused and ready. Designed with

proven, station-ready features, this pant

is certified to NFPA 1975 (2019 edition).

It's constructed with a TOUGH

COTTON™ finished twill and stitched

with heat-resistant Firefly™ thread from

top to bottom. Last but not least, the

self-adjusting waistband with gripper

tape helps keep your shirt tucked in,

even if everything else around you is

coming unhinged. Imported.

Tactical support where you

need it most, but think

about it least, this sock

could save your day. Your

feet will thank you. Air

Vented, cushioned toe and

heel, 69% polyester / 31%

elastane toe and heel, 69%

polyester / 31% elastane

FireForce Station Wear

Pant

5.11 COMPANY LONG

SLEEVE SHIRT

5.11 COMPANY PANT 2.0

5.11 A.T.A.C.® 2.0 SHIELD

BOOT

5.11 SOCK & AWE THIN

RED LINE
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Ready to answer every call through a

busy shift, the Company Shirt backs you

with a vital layer of safety (certified to

NFPA 1975, 2019 edition) in a high-tech,

low maintenance fabric. It’s made with a

soft, yet durable cotton twill that’s

wrinkle-resistant and stitched with

protective Firefly™ thread. The Company

Shirt also features heat-resistant

melamine buttons and a modern, yet

professional collar shape with collar

stays. Badge tab and epaulette kit

included.

SKU # FC115 SKU #720LSS SKU # 019 

SKU # FCNV216 S K U  # F H U - O M B R SKU # 999
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THANK YOU TO OUR CURRENT AND FUTURE
CUSTOMERS WHO TRUST US WITH PROVIDING

THE BEST EQUIPMENT ON THE MARKET!

THANK YOU!


